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ABSTRACT

The number of reported cases of chi Id sexual abuse hllH

increased over the past ten years. Thia increaae in reporting

coincides with society's heightened awareness of the extent.

that children l.n our society are bein~ victimized.

Professionals working in this field have been eager to develop

their skills in responding and treating this popul"tion.

Questions have been raised 8urrounding past int.erventions from

professionals.

In September 1989, the Hughes Inquiry under .Judge Samuel

Hughes was established 1n St. John's, Newfoundland. The

purpose of this Judicial Inquiry was to examine police

investigations in the 1970's that dealt with allegations of

physical and sexual abuse at the Ht. Cashel Orphanage. Thls

Inquiry has addressed why the system appears to have failed

the boys who were under the care of the Christian Brothers

while at the Orphanage.

This study examines the perceptions of the victims'/survivorFl'

experiences of participating in the Inquiry. Qualitative

methodology utilizing exploratory interviews was employed to

understand t'leir subjective experience. Indepth exploratory

interviews were carried out with three victims/survivors.
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The data analysis is emphasized as an indu~tive process.

Thus, the themes emerged from the raw data.

The vietimst/survivors' perception of whether or not

participating in the Hughes Inquiry was helpful depended upon

fI. number of factors. These are organized around four themes

with 1/;8uea relating to shame, trust, empowerment and anger.

These findings are discussed in relation to the traumagenic

model of child sexual abuse provided by Finkelhor and Browne

(1986). The 1 tmt tations of the study and the implications tot'

future judicial inquiries is explored. This study highlights

the importance of the phenolllcnological perspective in

qualitative research which seeks to understand people's

experiences in their own terms.
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CHAPTER 1: JUDICIAL INQUIRIES AND CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE

Introduction

The horror of sex crimes against children has come to the

rorerront or society's attention over the past ten years in

Nort.h America. Much or this may be attributed to our

i rlcrcllsed knowl edge nr.d heightened awareness in this subject

The Canadian Badgley Report (1984), indicated that

there has not been a sharp increase in recent years in the

incidence of sexual assault, which suggests that this crime

has gone largely unreported in the past. As a society we are

Just beginning to acknowledge the trauma that this crime has

had and is having upon our children.

The Social Work profession has been jol ted with a staggering

increase in reported cases of sexual abuse. While the

profession struggles in responding to the number of reports

of sexual abuse, they are faced with the responsibility of

providing crisis intervention and treatment that will serve

in the best interests of their clients. This involves making

informed decisions regarding interventions and having a

comprehensive knowledge base of the dynamics of sexual abuse.

Understandably, soci~ty has found it difficult acknowledging

t.hat children are being sexually abused. This is especially



difficult when they have to accept that the majority of sexual

abuse is perpetrated by sorneone the child knows and trust.s

{Haliday, 1986}. Studies dating back to 1929, document the

prevalence of sexual abuse of children (Hamilton, 1929 in

Peters, Wyatt and Finkelhor, 1986).

During lhe late 1970's and early 1980's the reports of child

sexual abuse were increasing in numbers. Those working in

this field have began to seek information and develop research

to address this widespread social problem (Peters, Wyatt, and

Finkelhor 1986). The Women's Movement has n1so been

instrumental in heightening the awareness of the abuse of

women and children. There has been somewhat of B parallel

between violence against women and the abuse of children

(Asher. 198a). Child sexual abuse however, is now recei ving

the kind of attention th.''lt crimes of ph)'Rical abuse of women

$nd children received 5 to 10 years alec (Asher, 1988, p.J).

In the past, child sexual abuse was a hidden problem. Thus,

professionals were often inept when dealing with sexual abuse.

Questions have been raised that address the issue of how

professionals have responded to child sexual abuse in the

past. Historically, some of these questions have btH!h

explored through the medium of Judicial inquiries. The cases

of Killl Anne Popen, Jasmine Beckford and Marie Colwell are



exemples of such inquiries {Allen, 1982; Storr, 1985; and

Greenland, 19821.

In the Spring of 1989, the community of St. John's was shaken

with the disclosure of sexual and physical abuse at toft. Cas he I

Orphanage during the 1970's. In September of that y".... r, a

Royal Commission of Inquiry under Judge Samuel Hughes, was

established with the mandate to address the system's response

to allegations of sexual and physical abuse at Ht. Cashel.

The Commission has examined the responses of the Department

of .1ustice and the Department of Social Services to

1l11eglltion!l of child sexual end physical ebuse. The Hughes

Inquiry had the specific mandate to investigate two police

t'eports dated December 1975 and March 1986, related to

al1cgati~ns of abuse at Ht. Cashel. The Inquiry has addressed

why the-system appears to ha'/e failed to protect the boys that

were in the care of the Christian Brothers at Mt. Cashel.

Statelllent oC the Research Question and the Research Problem

This study is concernea with the victims'/survivors'

perception of their experiences of participating in the

Inquiry. Through qusH tative exploratory methods. the

victims'fsurviyors' perceptions are explored. This study

addresses the important issue of whether or not telling one's

story through the means of a judicial inquiry is perceived



helpful by the victima/aurvivor•. Thi. queation ill especially

salient for those providing treat.ent to vlcti.a/aurvlvors who

are confronted with this iasue. Professionals, often

encourage victi.a/survivors to tell their storics, since it

is b~lieved to have a therapeutic effect for them. Ilowever,

this assumption is not conclusive and \'Aore research is needed

in this area (Tedesco and Schnell,i981). There appears to be

no particular literature which examines whether or not telUnl(

one's story through a judicial inquiry is helpful.

As society is confl.:>nted with the reality of sexual and

physical abuae in residential settings, the isaue of whether

or not inquiries are helpful for victims/survivors becolles

.ON! pertinent. Recently, there have been dlaclosures of

sexual abuse alleged to have occurred in the reaidential

aetting at St. Joaeph's, a private school operated by the

Catholic Church in Alfred, Ontario. SOlie of the (orlller

residents of St. Joaeph's are lobbying for an inquiry on theIr

behalf to deal with this issue, Victims/survivors are

beginning to break the silence that has existed for llIuny

years. These incidents, while unfortunate, further validate

the need for this study.

A review at the inquiries into child sexual snd physical abuse

reveal that the Ilajority of the inquiries have been completed



as a result of an unfortunate death of a child. In Canada

1978, the judicial inquiry into the death of Kim Anne Popen

took place. The inquiry investigated all matters relating to

the care of Kim Popen by the Children's Aid Society in Sarnis..

Ontario ( Allen, 1982). As a result of this inquiry, a number

of changes were made to the structure of the Children's Aid

Society.

A number of articles written in England address the issue of

inquiries: Paton (1986), in 'The Beckford Report: A Critical

Appraisal'; Storr (1985) in 'Jasmine: Something to Forgive'.

Greenh.nd (1982) also examined the Inquiries into the deaths

of Maria Colwell In 1973, and Jasmine Beckford in 1984. He

examined the purpose and scope of inquiries, and concluded

that the recommendations made repeatedly by inquiries are

seldom acted upon. The Jasmine Beckford case is also

addressed by Dale (1986). who examined why more effective

safeguards for children at risk for abuse have not been

implemented. He dues however indicate that the changes now

made ln the child protection laws should improve the past

siLufltion.

Other authors have examined the effect of inquiries on the

Social Work profession and policy making such as Cooper

(19861. 'Why do Social Worker's Always Get the Blame?' and



Hutchinson's (1986), 'The Effect of Inquiries into the Cases

of Child Abuse Upon t.he Social Work Profession.' Hutchinson

(1986), disagrees with the manner in which inquiries tend to

use the failures of Social ""ork to attack the profession as

a whole. Similarly, 'The Abused Inquiry', by Laurance (19871,

discusses the violation of social worker's civil rights and

the need for protecting the social service profession, ss well

as the public's interest.

The Cleveland Inquiry differed from the aforementioned in that.

victims of abuse were available to testify. Constable (1986),

has reviewed the various articles that have addressed this

Inquiry. However, the effect of participating in this Inquiry

for the victims/survivors has not been explored. Although

materials have been written on the issue of inquiries, there

is a gap with respect to the effect of the inquiries on the

victims/survivors who participate.

Accol'ding to Tedesco and Schnl'll! (1987), there is virtually

no research on the issue of whether the litigation procel:ls

further victimizes children. Some authors have concluded that

the resolution of emotional reactions associated with child

sexual abuBe are disrupted through the court process (Weiss

and Berg, 1982). Others recognize that cross examination is

often difficult for the child witness who may be intimidated



or ashalled as a result of the court. process (Berliner and

Barbieri, 19B41. They aluo suggest however, that. testifying

in court. lIay be therapeutic for the child and that "Bo.e

children report feeling empowered by their participation in

the process" (Berliner and Barbieri, 19B4, p. 1351. It i8

llrgucd by PynooB and Eth (1984), that it is beneficial for

children to explore and discuss their trauma and that a

child's scnae of efficacy can be elevated by testifying in

court.

A study completed by Tedesco and Schnell (1987), into

children'8 reaction towards investilation and litigation of

sexual abuse revealed that 53" indicated that it was helpful,

while 21" indicated that it was harmful. Having to testify

in court and cOlllpleting numerous interviews were associated

with those who reported that it vas har.ful. In conclusion,

the authors indiclllted that there ia lIore research needed in

this area.

There appears to be little research in the literature dealing

with the effect of telling one's story for those who were

abused as children. Host of the research that has been

completed in the area of child sexual abuse has focuBed on the

female population. This has been largely due to the fact that

the WOlllen's Hovement has been instrumental in heightening

I
1
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society's awareness around the issues and prevalence of sexual

abuse of females.

Much of the clinical information has focused on the incestuous

pattern of abuse which has centred around females (Flnkelhor,

1984). For the most part, victim samples have consisted of

females with s. considerably lower percentage of salllples of

male victims (Vander Hey, 1988). However. with the recent

increase of males in clinical settings, professionals nrc

beginning to raise questions (Finkelhor, 1984), There ia a

consensus in the literature that the sexual abuse of mules

needs to be given far more attention than it ha~ received In

the past (Sebold, 1987i Reinhart, 1987: Bruckner and Johnson.

1987i and Fromuth and Burkhart, 1989).

Research Question

The research question in this study asks. 'what is the

victims' Isurvi VOl'S' perception of their experiencea of

participating in the Hughes Inquiry'. The research

methodology consists of qualitative, exploratory interviews

in which the victims'/Murvivors' subjective experience h

obtained. Their interpretation of their experience of

participating the Inquiry is elicited. This adds meaning and

richness to the data as it improves our understanding of their

experience. In addition, it provides some useful inforlllatjon



about the effect of telling one's story through the judicial

processes of inquiries.

Summary

The Hughes Inquiry is a phenomenon unique to the development

of child welfare. Throughout the history of inquiries, their

origins can be traced with the unfortunate death of a child.

AlLhough v ictims/survi vors did testify in the Cleveland

Tllqui ry, t.helr perception of t.his experience has not been

IIddrcssed. There are gaps in the research with respect to the

effect of telling one's story through a judicial process and

on the sexual abuse of males. Wi th the heightened awareness

of child sexual abuse. victims/survivors arc beginning to

disclose, as was witnessed with regard to Mt. Cashel and St.

Joseph's.

fin illlportant issue for Social Workers is the

victims'/survivors' perception of the effect that the Hughes

Inquiry has upon on their experience as a victim. This study

utilizes qualitative, exploratory interviews to obtain the

victims'/survivors' perceptions of their expt'riences. By

ascertaining the viclims'/survivors' perceptions, the issue

of whether the judicial inquiry is useful in helping victims

deal with their sexual abuse is examined. This study also



,.
provides some insight into the aale's subjective experience

of their victimization.
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Literature Review

.Introduction

An examination of the social problem of child sexual abuse

requires an initial focus on the broader issues of the

incidence and the causes Clf such sbuae. As the participants

in this study 8re male I the issues surrounding lIIales 8S

victims/survivors musl be explored. The effects of sexual

abuse are explored in relation to the traumagenic model

prey 1ded by Finkelhor and Browne (1986, p. 196). Th~ Be

factors include, betrayal, powerlessness, stigmitization, and

traumatic sexualization. Not all persons 8fe affected to the

salle degree when they have experienced sexual abuse.

liternture review of these factors is provided. As yet,

there appears to be little information in the litel"atul"e that

addresses the effects of telling ones story as an adult or on

the issues related to a judicial inquiry for survivora.

The actual occurrence of child sexual abuse is difficult to

assess due to the number of cases which may not be reported.

A study by Russell (1983), supports the notion that a great

deal of sexual abuse goes unreported. Out of a random sample

of 930 women, only 2" of those who had experienced

intrafamilial child sexual abuse and 6" of those who had

expel'ienced extrafamilial child sexual abuse ever reported it
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to the authorities. Statistics on victimization vflrie8.

Finkelhor (1984), suggests that 9-5o" of females and 3-9" of

males are victims of sexual abuse. The Canadian statistics

provided by the Badgley Report are cited frequently in t..he

literature. They state that 88 many as 1 in 2 remale9 and 1

in 3 lJIales have been exposed to unwanted sexual acts (ranging

from exposure to forced intercourse). In addition, 80" of

these unwanted sexual acts were experienced when tho viet(.

was under the age of 18 years. Finkelhor (1987) notes that

approximately 10" of the males in the prescnt adult. population

were sexually abused at least once before thoy reached 16

years of age. It is suggested that sexual abulle of boys 18

under-reported due to the way in whi ch boys are social i z~d

CFinkelhor and Nasjleti,1986).

Contrary to popular belief, most perpetrators are known to the

victilll, 74" reporLed by Badgley (1984) and 78" reported by

Dube and Herbert (1988). Erickson and hiB colleagues (1984 )

estimate that as many 8S 90" of the perpetrators are known to

the victim. Studies also reveo.l that the majority of

perpetrators are lIIale, 90" by Badgley (1984) and 97" by Dube

and Herbert (1988). This may be actually dirficult to aS8ess,

since male victims will rarely report sexual abuse by a female

perpetrator (tiasjleti, 1980).
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Causes

In the past, child sexual abuse was regarded as a rare

phenomenon and only recently has the literature begun to

examine its causes. A social cultural framework for

explaining abuse is provided by Araji and Finkelhor (1986,

p,93). This is a multi-factor llIodel that discusses the four

llIajar causes of abuse in relation to the perpetrator. The

rirst f/lctor involves emotional incongruence in that the adult

achieves emotional gratification by relating sexually to a

child. The sccond factor involves the emotional immaturity

Rnd inadequacy of the perpetrators where they gain power and

control through the sexual abuse. The adult's sexual arousal

to a child and their inability to satisfy their sexual needs

more appropriately, are other contributing factors. The final

factor addresses the lack of inhibi tion that the perpetrator

has around the conventional taboos regarding having sex with

children (AraJi and Finkelhor. 1986).

Victim precipitation theories assume that the victim behaves

tn 0. seductive manner and that the child is unconsciously

acting out 'oedipal-electra' fantasies. Some offenders and

defense lawyers maintain that the child acts in a seductive

manner. Others argue however, that young children are not

even aware of their sexuality (Mitchell, 1985). Another

important point that is sometimes lost 1n the issue of sexual
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abuse is that the adult is always solely respollsilJle for

his\her own behaviour, since children by definiLion are unable

to give inforr;aed consent to engage in sex wi th ndull,I'

(Erickson et aI, 1984, p. 45). Blallling the v ictims for tohel r

own abuse reflects the stereotypes in society which. arc

similar to blaming a rape victim. These stereotypes are not

supported in the literature on chUd gClIusl abuse,

Unfortunately, however they often exist in popular thought

(Erickson and others, 1985; Tamarack, 1986; Finkel, 1987).

KaloB as victimglaurvJvors

The sexual abuse of males has not been deal t wi th atl

extensively in the literature 8S the abuse of females.

Initially, clinicians were not aware of the extent of the

sexual abuse of males as these cases lOere not being reported.

However, with the increased awareness of the sexual abuse of

moles, clinicians are beginning to address sOllie of the related

issues. It is difficult to assess the true incidence of

sexual abuse in males as it seems that males hAve been

suffering in silence.

There are a number of factors thoul(ht to contribute to the

under-reporting of sexulil abuse in Piaics. The way 1n whIch

males are socialized is a f"actor to be considered. Hales are

taught that masculinity involves being self-reliant and that
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they must take care of things themselves (Finkelhor, 1984; I\nd

Vander Mey, 1988i Nasjleti, 1980). Males may fear that they

will not be believed and that there may be something w{'ong

with them. They are socialized to thinking that asking for

help means that they are helpless, which is associated with

femininity (Nssjleti, I980). A student survey reported that

25% of the males disclosed to someone about the abuse, in

comparison with 33" of the females (NCCAN, 1981 a9 cited in

Flnkelhor, 1984).

Another important issue for males who have been sexually

abused is the stigma and fear related to homosexuality

(Holiday, 1986; Finkelhor, 1984; and Vander Mey, 1988). Hales

often have to struggle with their own sexual identity if their

perpetrators were a male. The negative connotations that

society has about homosexuals prevents them from talking about

their experience. This also prevents them frolll getting

accurate information and the support that they need. They may

also be concerned that they will develop into abusers or

rflpil. ~s themselves I which creates a stIgma that would prevent

them from disclosing (Vander Hey, 1988). Another contributing

factor is that lules may have more to lose if they talk about

their abuse (Finkelhor, 1984). This is related to the

tendency for parents to give boys more independence and

freedom than girls. Boys llIay fear that they will lose some
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of their privileges if their parents knew about the abuse.

Overall, the literature suggests that the sexual abuse of

males 1s under-reported. A national survey in the U.S. ciled

by Finkelhor (1984), supports this notion. The survey,

according to Finkelhor, indicateR that the sexual abuse of

males is 2.5% to 5% for those boys under the age of 13 years.

This means that approximately 46,000 to 92,000 incidents of

abuse occur each year in relation to males under the age of

13 years. However, the number of reported cases each year is

lower than what is reflected in these percentages. In the

u. S. in 1981 t the number of reported caseA lnvalving males was

7 I 600 (NCCAN I Hl81 8S cited in Finkelhor, 1984).

In examining the differences between males and females, Jt

has been shown that males arc morc likely to be abuRcd by

somebody outside of the family (Dube and Herbert, 1988: Vander

Hey, 1988; and Finkelhor, 1984). However. the perpetrator

involved was often a caregiver and not a stranger. For males

who have been victimized alone they are four times more 1 ikely

to be victimized by somebody outside of the fSllIily (Pinkelhor,

1984). A study completed by Reinhart (1987) indicates l.hat

the manner in which males and females disclosed about their

abuse was similar in terms of the number of spontaneouB and

prolllpted disclQsures. A greater number of disclosures for
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femules however, was based on third party suspicion. For the

males the majority of third parties did not report until they

had confirmed the abuse with the victim. This indicates

society's reluctance to accept the sexual abuse of males.

These results may also reflect society's perception that

females need to be protected without their consultation.

For males the risk factors associated with sexual abuse

include those coming from poorer or neglectful homes where the

mother is head of the household (Vander Hey, 1988; and

Finkelhor, 1984). Hales who are sexually abused are more

1 ikely to have suffered from physical abuse from their

families and are exposed to more coercion and threat~

associated with the sexual abuse (Finkelhor, 1984; Vander

Hey, 1988; and Dube and Herbert, 1988).

As with the reporting, of abuse, much of the literature

regarding the effects and treatment for sexual abuse has

centred around female victims. Research addressing these

issues for males is just beginning. A study by Brunker and

Johnson (1987) found that the treatment needs of men were

similar to those for women. They did find however, that women

t.ended to internalize their problems, ",'hereas, men tended to

externalize t.heir problems. It was noted that men were more

nction oriented and showed a willingness to tal,c assert,ive
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steps in dealing with the abuse. Another difference thflt they

found with respect to male victims was that they were more

willing to educate others about their abuse and its illlpact.

Thus, they were more apt to make their abuse public knowledge.

Effect!'! of sexual abuse

Although much of the literature has focused on the adverse

effects of child sexual abuse, not all victims are affected

to the same extent or in the same way. However, those who Ilrc

affected by the abuse carry this into their adulthood and nre

at risk for mental health and adjustment problems (Browne nnd

Finkelhor, 1986). There is a substantial 1l1ll0UIlt of research

that docuillents the extensive effects of child aexual abuse

(Haliday, 1986; Finkelhor, 1984; Sebold, 1987j Kolko nnd

Hoser, 1988j Tong, and others, 1987; Sgori, 1988; and Brunker

and Johnsoll, 1987).

A study examining the effects of childhot:-t sexual abuse for

a non-clinical sample of adult women, found that thesc women

reported higher levels of abuse related aymptomatolflgy t.han

did thc control group of non-abulled women (Briere and Runtz,

19B8) . A Btudy completed by Fromuth and Burkhart (1989) of

two non-clinical samples of college men, found one group

suffering from slight psychological adjustment whereas, the

other group did not show any problems as a result of the
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abuse. However, these findings may be attributed to the fact

that most of the perpetrators in the study ""ere female and the

majority of problems associated with sexual abuse involve a

male perpetrator (FinkelhoI', 1986),

In examining the effects of child sexual abuse on a child's

development, Finkelhor and Browne (1986) provide a useful

conceptual tool. This conceptual framework 1s comprised of

four lr8umagen!c factors which include: betrayal,

powerlessness, stigmatization, and traumatic sexualization.

This framework provides a structure for understanding the

dynamics of sexual abuse and a conceptual framework in which

to discuss the effects associated with the abuse. These

factors and the effects associated with them are not inclusive

because they often overlap and are interrelated.

Inherent in being a child is the exclusive dependency on adult

caregivers. For the most part, children invest a great deal

of trust and respect in their caregivers and adults in

general. A child's development of trust in relationships

hegins with their caregivers. Given this power imbalance,

children are placed in a vulnerable position in relation to

adults. When children come to the realization that the adult

or caregiver has taken advantage of them for sexual
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exploitation, and has lied or tricked them, they feel a sense

of betrayal (Finkelhor, 1986). The extent to which they feel

betrayed depends on various factors including, if the adult

was a caregiver or not and the extent to which they feel

manipulated. This is thought to be confusing for children

because adults are supposed to protect them. A child may

experience a heightened sense of betrayal if other caregivers

do not provide protection and support once the ahuse has been

disclosed.

Experiencing betrayal in childhood may result in feelings of

mistrust towards others (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986; Sebold,

1987; and Kolka and Hoser, 1988). The impsi red abi 1 i ty to

determine if others are trustworthy and the need for

dependency may lead to subsequent abuse and/or contribute to

their own children being abused (Finkelhor and Browne. 1986;

Haliday, 1986; and Sgori. 1988) • They may experience

difficulties later in life in forming intimate relationships

and they may have marital problems.

Psychologically, victims/survivors may experience feelings of

anger and hostility. These feelings of anger and hostility

are turned inward for many victims if they suffer from

depression (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986; and Briere and Runtz,

1988; Gold, 1986). The aadness and loss that occurs may
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result in feelings of grief. Aggressive behaviour and

delInquency C':an be observed in those who psychologically

experience angel' and hostility, and turn these feelings

out.ward (Tong ct aI, 1987; Sebold, 1987; and Finkelhor, 1986).

Powerlessness.

The dynamics of powerlessness experienced by a child who is

sexually exploited by an adult or caregiver are referred to

quite often in the literature. The abuse occurs despite the

child's wishes as his\her body and privacy is invaded

(Finkelhor and Browne. 1986). Often the offender uses

trickery or threat of force to manipulate the child (Sgori,

1988; Hal iday, 1986; and Finkelhor, 1986). Rarely is force

used, given the vulnerability of the child and his\her lack

of control. Given the power dynamics that exist, the child

feels helpless, unable to protect his\herself or stop the

abuse. The developmental issue at risk for the child is their

sense of efficacy.

Children report that they are afraid of the consequences if

they disclose the abuse (Finkelhor I 1986; and Haliday, 1986).

This repeated experience of fear keeps them silent.

Unfortunately, this fear and dlsempowermcnt puts the victims

at risk for subsequent abuse. The feelings of lack of control

are exemplified if the victims/survivors feel that they are
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unable to get others to believe them (Finkelhor and Browne,

1986).

The fear and powerlessness that exists during the abuse will

often manifest into feelings of fear and anxiety for the

victims/survivors (Kolka and HO"ler, 1988; McCormack and

others, 1986 i and Briere and Runtz. 1988). The fear that

victims/survivors experience may develop into nightmares or

actual phobias (Flnkclhor and Browne 1986). The fear of adult

men WtLs significantly higher in a population of adolescent

victims especially for the males ( McCormack and others,

1986). Others msy develop a passive personality characterized

by feelings of inadequacy (Alter-Reid, 1986).

The decreased feeling of efficacy which occurs during the

abuse may give rise to a need to exert control in other life

situations. The need for control is evident for victims and

some develop somatic complaints (Briere and Runtz, 1988; and

Finkelhor and Browne, 1986). A study by HcCormflck and others

(1986), found that male victims/survivors of sexual abuse were

more likely to report physical symptomatology than female

victims/surv!vors. Victims/survivors often suffer from

dissociation and depression as they attempt to cope wi th the

abuse ( Finkelhor and Browne, 1986; and Briere and Runtz,

1988). Eating disorders, running away behaviours and school
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problems (Le. j truancy) RIllY also be displayed by

victims/survivors in an nttempt to gain some control in their

lives (Tong and others, 1987; and Browne and Finkelhor, 1986).

However, sexually abused females are more likely to engage in

run away behaviours in comparison to their male counterparts

(HcCormack and others, 1986). Victims/survivors who are no

longer attending school may experience problems with

employment or their employer (Finkelhor, 1986; and HcCorllack,

and colleges, 1986).

The psychologicsl impact of feeling powerless puts the victim

at risk for subsequent abuse. SOlne victims/survivors deal

with the abuse by identifying with the aggressor which may

result in aggressive behaviour and delinquency (Tong and

others, 1987; and Finkelhor and Browne, 1986). As a need for

control, some men will intimidate or overpower women and/or

children, since these are usually smaller. This power gives

them a temporary euphoria which reinforces this behaviour.

This may develop into aggression or sexual assault (Sebold,

1987; Finkelhor. 1986; and Vander Mey, 1988l.

Stigmatization.

Stigmatization affects the victimsl/survivors' development of

their self-concept. The negative connotations that often

accompany the abuse are incorporated into the victim's sense
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involve the offender putting blame on the child and

manipulating the child to keep the secret. The secrecy

component has implications that there is something immoral

about this behaviour. It is common for victims to feel

ashamed about the abuse and feel as if it were their fault

(Finkelhor, 1986; Bnd Sgori, 1988). These feelings may be

intensified as the child hears others comment on the evils of

sexual abuse. In addition, the feelings of stigmatization may

be escalated if people react wi th shock during disclosure and

place blame on the child. There is the stereotype that the

victim represents damaged goods (Finkelhor, 1986; SRori,

1982) .

The feelings of guilt and shame are heightened for the victim

as a result of being atigmatized (Finkelhor Bnd Browne, 1986;

and Sgori, 1982; Alter-Reid 1986). As a result of them

incorporating the negative connotations associated with the

abuse into their self-image, the vIctim's sense of self-worth

is lowered (Finkelhor, 1986; and Erickson and others, 1985;

Al ter-Reid, 1986 j Tong and others 1987 j Gold, 1980). Once 0.

victim experiences stigmatization, it may lead to

circumstances where they become isolated. Hales who have been

sexually abused are likely to withdraw from their friends, as

thoy experience difficulty with the opposite sex snd with
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friendships with the same sex (McCormack et aI, 1986).

It is common for victims of sexual abuse to engage in regular

use of alcohol, cocaine and other drugs (Singer and

colleagues, 1989; Browne and Finkelhor, 1986; and Runtz and

Corne, 1985). The substance abuse for the adolescent

population may reduce loneliness as they will gain acceptance

from the peer group. It may also help them deal with their

emotional problems by serving as an escape in order to cope

wi th the abuse (Singer and others. 1989).

The delinquency displayed by many victims of sexual abuse may

progress into criminal behaviour (Finkelhor, 1986; Tong and

others, 1987). This is particularly true for females, whereas

abused males do not differ from males who have not been abused

with regard to delinquency and criminal behaviours (McCormack

Ilnd others, 1986). Both male and female victims are more

likely to express suicidal ideation than their non-abused

counterparts (Erickson and others, 1985; McCorlllack and others,

1986; and Browne and Finkelhor, 1986). A study by Briere and

Runtz (1986) found that increased suicidal ideation correlated

positively with the occurrence of sexual intercourse, multiple

perpetrators, and concurrent physical abuse. Victims of

sexual abuse are also more likely than their non-abused

counterparts to engage in self-mutilation behaviour and self-
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destructive behaviour (Browne And Finkelhor, 1986; Briere and

others, 1987; Tong and colleagues, 1987).

Traumatic Sexual hatlon

Children are sexual beings from birth and sexual development

is an important component of each life stage. Howover, when

an adult engages the child in sexual behaviour. it has an

adverse effect on the child's sexual development. The effect

will depend on the child's understanding of the event as well

as, whether the offender engages the child in sexual behaviour

(Finkelhor, 1986).

The offender often provides the child with affection and

special attentIon which may result in the victim learning to

use sex to get his\her needs met. The victim also learna an

association between sexual acti v i ty, negati ve feel ings, and

traumatic memorios (Finkelhor, 1986). The adult offender haa

seriously invaded and distorted the child's normal sexual

development.

It is well documented that psychologically, the importance of'

sexual issues increases f'or the victim. This involveB a

preoccupation with sexual behaviour, often inappropriate f'or

their age level (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986i Sgori, i988i

Sebold, 1987; and Tong and others. 1987). A major issue for
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males is confusion and anxiety about their own sexuality

(Sebold, 1987; Holiday, 1986; and Finkelhor, 1986). Hales

often attempt to deal wi th this by acting macho in trying to

show their peers that they are not gay.

Aggressive and controlling behaviours are usually significant

for males (Sebold, 1987; and F1.nkelhor, 1986). They may

produce this threatening behaviour to ward off any further or

potential abuse. Due to their experience some victims avoid

intimate relationships and some experience a severe reaction

to sexual contact (Finkelhor. 1986; Gold, 1986). As a result,

Illen may become tense or rigid when touched. This has lead

some to believe that these men would possibly become touch

deprived (Sebold. 1987). Thus, their sexual relationships are

not often experienced a8 positive and healthy.

Younger children may develop a preoccupation with sex to the

extent that they engage in sexually compulsive behaviours.

Teenagers and adults may become promiscuous, involved in

prostitution and/or aggressive sexual behaviours (Finkelhor

and Browne, 1986 i Sebold, 1987 i and Badgley Report, 1~84) •

A study of 200 juvenile and adult street prostitutes by

Silbert and Pines (1981) revealed that 60" of them experienced

sexual abUSfl as a child.
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The inc:reased importance of sex and the association between

sex, love and caresiving, may give rise to various behavioral

manifestations (Finkelhor, 1986). This may result 1n

inappropriate sexualization of their own parenting to the

point where they are sexually abusing their children.

concern for male victims is the possibility that they may

become perpetrators and, as a result, they llIay avoid intimacy

with their own children (Bruncker and Johnson, 1987).

Effects by age and dilution,

There is some controversy in the literature regarding the

effect the age of onset at which abuse occurs has upon the

degree of trauma experienced by the victill. Some believe that

the younger the child, the greater the trauma due to their

vulnerability and impressionability (Helselman, 1978 as cited

in Browne and Finkelhor, 1986). Other studies indicate the

age of onset at which abuse occurs is not directly related to

the effects (Briere and Runtz, 1988). There seems to be no

clear evidence that age of onset is related to trauma. Thia

is particularly so when other factors are controlled, such as

the relationship with the offender (Browne and Finkelhor,

1986). Host clinicians believe that the increased frequency

a.nd the duration of abuse has an adverse effect on victims.

Briere and Runtz (1988), found that extended abuse was related

to increased symptomatology and anxiety, higher levels of
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dissociation and depression. These findings however, are not

supported una.nimously and there appears to be

contradiction in the literature on this issue (Browne and

Finkelhor, 1986).

Ufech by the nature of the abuse.

There is a general consensus in the literature, that the type

of sexual activity which occurred during the abuse is related

to the trauma for the victim (Browne and Finkelhor, 1986).

'rhe type and the deElree of sexual abuse is related to

increased symptomatology among victims. The more intimate

sexual contact during the abuse the more serious consequences

it will have for the victim (Briere and Runtz, 1988; and Conte

and Scherman, 1987). It is widely supported in the literature

that the use of aggression a.nd force is related to increased

trauma (Browne and Finkelhor, 1986; Conte and Scherman, 1987;

nnd Briere and Runtz, 1988). Adult survivors also rate abuse

by male perpetrators as more traumatic (McCormack et aI, 1986;

and Finkelhor, 1984).

Effects by the relationship to the offender.

It is a common belief that sexual abuse by a relative is more

traumati<... than by somebody outside of the home. It is

important however, to qualify that the degree of trauma is

related to the victims' /survivors' perception of their
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relationship wit.h the perpetrator, and now important this

relationship is to them (Conte and Scherman, 1987j nnd

Finkelher and Browne, 1986). Thus, abuse by a caregiver who

is unrelated msy be more traumatic than abuse by a distnnt

relative. It scellls to be largely dependent upon the

victims' /survivors' subject!ve impression of the relationshi p.

It has also been found that the abuse by an adult, as opposed

to an adolescent perpetrator, is l.IsBociated with chronic

anxiety and an increase in dissociation (Finkelhor, 19861.

Effects of the support pf BjgnHicant of atherg.

Very few studies have exalllined the effect that parental

reaction has had upon the trauma experienced. The studies

that have been completed indicate that negative resction from

parents intensify the symptoms for victims, while 0. positive

rea(·~.ion did not seem to affect the trauma (Browne and

Finkelhor, 1986). Conte and Scherman (1987) found that. 1.1

posit.ive effect in the symptoms experienced by victims was

associated with a supportive relationship with an adult or

sibling.

Su.mary of contributing tactors.

The relationship between the age of onset and the duratj,on of

abuse with trauma is not clearly identified. There is

however, a clear relationship that the more serious the abuse
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the greater the trau.a experienced by the vietia. Also, the

use of violence or threats during the abuse 18 related to

increased sympt(lmatology tor the vietia. The relationship

with the perpetrator is a contributing tactor since, abuse

perpetrated by tatherB, step-fathers and a caregivers greater

lraulnatizes the child. As well, abuse by adult males as

opposed to teenagers 1s considered to be 1II0re detrimental.

The support of an adult or sibling seems to have a positlve

effect on symptomatology for the victim.

Suamary

The prevalence of sexual shuse has not increased over the

years. However, society's awarene •• of this lasue has. The

increased r<"lporting of child sexual abuse has aade it

necessary for professionals to take an active role in research

and inquiry into this social problelll. There has been a aajor

thrust towards developing a knowledgr! base around child sexual

abuse, so th3t professionals can respond and provide treatment

in a manner that 1s in the beat interests of the

victims/survivors. Historically, judicial inquiries have been

utilized to examine professional's response to child sexual

abuse. Therefore, it is most important to explore whether or

not this process ~f inquiry 18 helpfUl for those

victilrls/survivors, who have experienced a systell which failed

to deal adequately with their victirah:lltion.
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There is a concern that the incidence of sexual abuse for

males has gone largely unreported due to a number of factors.

Research is just beginning to address the issue of sexual

abuse of males and the differences that exist between males

and females. This study explores the perception of male

victims'/survivors' experience of participating in a judicial

inquiry.



CHAPTER 2: OPERATIONALIZATION OF CONCEPI'S AND VARIABLES

Introduction

This study utilizes a qualitative lIethodology. The research

question asks, 'what is the victims'/survivors' perceptions

of their experiences of participating in the Hughes Inquiry?'

The participants l:wbjective experiences are obtained in their

own words. A definition of the concepts of victim/survivor,

and child sexual abuse are provided and an explanation of the

Hughes Inquiry 1s given.

The data is obtained through an exploratory interview. The

data analysis consists of two sections. There are no

preconceived concepts in the initial analysis. To avoid an)'

predeter.ined responses, the concepts will be based on the

participanta description of their experience. The second

aspect of the data analysis will be guided by the conceptual

framework provided by Finkelhor and Browne (1986, p.1961.

These factors include: traumatic sexualization, powerlessness,

betrayal, and stigmatization.

Definitions

Victi./Suryiyor

For the purpose of this study, victhls/survivors refers to

males who have alleged to have suffered from child sexual
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abuse while residing at Ht. Cashel during the 1970's and who

have participated in the Hughes Inquiry as a result of t.hat

abuse. The use ot 'victhls/l'lurvivors' addresses the Is8ue

that these males were victl.s. They had no control over the

fact that they were sexually abused and had no protection.

Referring to them as survivors speaks to the belief that they

all have the peraonal power to move beyond victimization.

Underlying the acknowledgclnent that they have survived t.his

experience is the inherent belief in their capacity to llIove

on in their lives.

Child Sexual Abyne

There is no agreed upon de fin! tion of child sexual abuse in

the literature. This problea 18 explored bT Giovannoni and

Becerra (1979) in their text PeUnin! Child Abuse. For the

purpose ot this study a definition provided by the Ontario

Association ot Protel!lsional Social Workers (1983) will be

utilized. This definition has been choceD because of its

encompassing nature.

Sexual abuse is the use ot a child for the 8ex41l1

gratification of an adult, or the allowing of lIuch

a use of a child by a parent, caretaker, or legal

guardian. :a includes any manual, oral or genital

sexual contact, or the use of an object tor eexual

penetration, or other explicitly sexual behaviour
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that an adult falllily member or caretaker i_poses

on Il child by exploiting the child's vulnerability

and powerlessness. It also ineludes exploitation of a

child for pornollraph:l c purposes including posing children

for photographs, alone or with other children or adults,

or anillals which are sexual or erotic on context, and/or

tIIaking them available as child prostitutes (p.5).

Uughl!fl Inquiry

This Inquiry was established in September 1989 under Judge

Samuel Hughes. It's mandate was to hold an inquiry lJealing

with the investigations conducted b)" the Royal Newfoundland

Constabulary into allegations of child abuse at Ht. Cashsl

Orphanage on Decellbp.l' 18,1975 and Harch 3,1976. The Ht.

Coshel Orphanage was an institutional ho.e operated by the

Christian Brothers Cor orphane boys. The suggestion has been

.ade that fln unofficial policy existed within the Departllent

of Justice that crillinal charges would not be laid in some

cases of physical and sexual abuse and that the alleged

perpetrators would agree to leave the province.

Investigations in the Spring of 1989 have resulted in a number

of charges being laid relating to these incidents dating back

to 1915. The mandate of the Hughes Inquiry was to investigate

why criminal charges had not been laid in 1975 and in 1976.

(see the terms of reference appendix E)
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J&n=Jill

~

When children realize that an adult has taken advantage of

them for sexual exploitation, and has lied or tricked them,

they experience a sense of betrayal. This often results in

feel ings of IlIistrulit towards others and damages thei r abil i ty

to deter/dne if others are trust-worthy (Flnkelhor and Browne,

1986). The need for dependency coupled with the inability to

determine the trustworthiness of others often exposes the

victim to subsequent abuse and exploitation. Another

manifestation of betrayal is that tho victims' own chlldrcn

may be abused. Many of those who feel betrayed seem to have

difficulties later in life in forming intimate relationships

and they may experience marl tal problems.

The psychological impact of betrayal can leave the victims

with feelings of anger and hostility (Finkelhor and Browne,

1986). If these feelings are turned inward, the victillls may

report episodes of depression and/or be treated for

depression. Those victims who turn their anger and hostility

outward, may describe themselves as having aggreasive

behaviours and/or being involved in delinquent 'Jehaviours.

Examples of a sense of betrayal may include; • Arter 1

participated in the Inquiry 1 was treated for depression. It.
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or 'Throughout the whole process. I was not quite sure who

to trust'.

PowcrleR8negR

Children report to being afraid of the consequences if they

disclose the abuse and this experience of fear keeps them

silent. This repeated experience of fear, the inability to

protect one's self and stop the abuse leads to feelings of

powerlessness (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986). The experience

of fear during the abuse may couse the victims to feal feartul

and anxious. Thus, the victims may report experiencing

nightmo.res or developing phobias.

According to Finkelhor and Browne (1986), the experience of

powerlessness results in a decrease in one's feeling of

efficacy and they begin to view themselves as victims. The

14ck of control t.hal:. is experienced during the abuse will give

rise for a need for cont.rol in other life situations. As a

resul t victillls may report school problems (i. e.; truancy).

running away behaviour, and/or experience difficulties

maintaining employment. The psychological impact of feeling

powerless will often put the victims at risk and many

e:'tPerience subsequent abuse. Some victims identif;r with the

aggresAor which results in aggressive behaviours and
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delinquency. Others manifest this behaviour by actually

becoming abusers themselves.

With regard to the effect of the Inquiry upon their feelings

of powerlessness, the victims may report having 'felt 8. !H~nlle

of control and efficacy being able to tell their story' and

are taking more BOBertive steps to deal with their abuse. An

example IlIsy include; 'I found myself becoming more aggressive

towards faJllily members during my involvement in the Inquiry',

Stigpatization

The dynamicB of stigmatization may commence when the abuae Is

occurring and continue after t.he disclosure. These dynomlc8

Involve the victims incorporating into their self image the

dissenting connotations that often are llssociated with the

abuse (Finkclhor nnd Browne, 1986). The psychologicd impact

of stigmatization is one where feelings of gui It and shame are

heightened. The victi.s experience 0. eense of low self

worth. There is a distinct feeling that they are dtrferent

from others because of the abuse.

Finkelhor nnd Browne (1986), indicate that the behavioral

manifestation of stiglllatizatlon may involve one becoming

socially isolated. The victim llIay report having abused drugs,

and/or alcohol, as well as. becoming involved in criminal
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activity. They may also report feeling as if they

damaged goods which may be manifested in self-mutilation

behaviour and suicide attempts.

Examples of experiences of stigmatization would include: self

reports of feeling ashamed and guilty about the abuse, self

reports that they feel they are different from others, and

self-reports of low self-worth accompanied with reports of

mutilation and/or past suicide attempts. Other examples may

include: lthat they felt ashamed and guilty having to tell

others'. or • since my friends or co-workers have seen me

the Inquiry they treat me different i I feel that there is

something wrong with me.'

Traumatic Sexuo.ligat i on...

Traumatic sexualization occurs when an adult engages children

in sexual behaviour inappropriate to their age. It is argued

that such behaviour has a detrimental effect on the children's

sexual development (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986). The

children's view of sexual behaviour and sexual morality

becomes distorted. Psychologically given the infringement on

their normal development, a number of confusions may

The victims may report being confused regarding sexual

identity, sexual norms, and confusion with love Ilnd

careglving. They may develop a negative association regarding
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llexual act.ivities and sexual arousal later in adulthood.

According to Pinkelhor and Browne (1986). the ofCellderB'

interference with children's sexual developlllent. may result in

later sexual dysfunctions auch as flashbacks, difficulty with

arousal and orgasms. Indicators of experiencing trau..atic

sexualization would include self-reports of negative feelings

and traumatic memories linked to the sexual activities

discussed at the Inquiry, such 88, 'it was hard to talk about

the past, I relnember being really confused 8S a kid because

I always got very special treatment from __ ' - l'eferring

to the offender.

Personal De.0l!:rtpbica

There are four variables that are related to personal

demographics of participants. These include:

AG.!. - which will be defined by their date of birth.

MaritAl status. - which will be defined according to the

categories sinllie I married, comraon-law re!lltionship, or

divorced.

Number of children. - this ia derined by the number of

biological children or step-children of the pRrticipanta.

Fa.ily co.poBition. - This involvn the number of laldly

members, includina dbl!na order, whether or not they lJved

in a single parent hOlle and who was head ot the fallily
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household. This would include if they resided with any members

of their extended family.

SUllmar,.

These concepts are operationalized in a. manner which coincides

with the qualitative methodology employed in this study. The

four trllumagenic factors provided by Finkelhor and Browne

(1986) provide Il conceptual framework for the second component

of the content analysis. The categories and themes in the

initial content analysis will emerge out of inductive

analysis.
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CHAPTER 3: REBEARCII HETIlODOLQaY

Introduction

ReseCLrch into the effects of 'telling one's story' through the

means of a judicial inquiry for survivors of sexual abuse is

virtually non-existent. Studies examining the impact of

'telling one's story' upon children have used questionnaires

and scales, while others have questioned child protection

workers (Tedesco and Schnell, 1987; Badgley, 1984).

qualitative methodology was employed by Cleveland (1986). 1n

a descriptive story of three women's experiences of incest.

The research question 1n this study asks the survivors of

sexual abuse to tell their story about their participation in

a Judicial inquiry. They are the experts whose experience we

are aiming to understand. A qualitative lIIethodology using a

phenolllenologic&l perspective h&s been chosen to address this

question. The goal of thia study is to understand the

participants' subjective reality of their experiences and to

share this with others (Bogdan and Taylorl 1975).

Qualitative Methodology - Phenomenological Perspective

Qualitative methodology seeks to examine peoples' thoughts I

notions and experiences in their own terms. Implicit it> this

method is the 'doctrine of verstehen,' which is an empathetic
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understanding baaed on the subjective experience of the

participants (Patton, 1980. p. 44). The focus is on the

lIleaning of the behaviour and understand in, that behaviour froll

the person's own frame of reference. Central to qualitative

methodology is the pheno_enological perspective. This

perspective of human behaviour believes that 'what people say

and do is a product of how they interpret the world' (Bogdan

and Tnylor, 1975, p.13). Through research, the meaning that

people place on situations and events is captured for

interpre taUon.

Keeping wtth this perspective, the data is obtained through

interviews using a non-standardized and an unstructured

interview guide (Dcnzin, 1970). Exploratory interviews that

are open-ended were the method ot choice. The experience of

t.he participants cannot be predeterllined. Therefore,

predisposed notions and concepts were not e.ployed in the

inte.-view. Qualitative Ilethodology emphasizea sn inductive

hypothesis and analyais (Patton, 1980). Hence, there was no

preconceived analysis. The analysill emerged and took for'll

from the actual quotations drawn from the raw data. This

process deals wi th the discovery of what has happened and then

it attelllpt.s to verity what has been discovered (Patton, 1980,

p.47 ).



Truth is described as an 'evasive concept' by Bogdan and

Taylor (19'15, p. 9). The purpose of qual I tative relearch 111

not to dilcover the truth, but to understand the ex.perience

froD the person's own point of view (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975,

p. 9). People aelect InforlDlltion In tl ...nner which 18 unique

to thel'll and they interpret from their own experiences.

Therefore, the truth for each individual Is relative based

upon their own selection and interpretation of information

(Bogdan and Taylor, 1975). The goal in qualitative research

is achieved through the process of understunding an eltperience

fro_ other peoples' own point of view. In order to achieve

this understanding, the researcher lIust te able to identify

and e.pathhe with the participants (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975).

Qualitative methodology that utilizes exploratory interviewl

lends itself to greater depth and lIleaning (Guba and Lincoln,

1981; Patton, 1980). As opposed to providing

organizational scheme, exploratory interviowa tRat USIl opcn

ended questions, seek to discover and learn t.he perspect.ive

of the participants (Patton, 1980). This met.hod inereaaes the

accuracy of information, especially around sensitive jasucs

(Guba and Lincoln, 1981, p. 197). The unstructured interview

has the potential to eatab1ish rapport and empathy wi th the

participants. It 'gives a voice to the people' as the

part.icipants are able t.o 'tell their own atory in their
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words' (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975, p. 9). The use of

exploratory interviews provide the greatest amount of

flexibility and it permits the continuous flow of information

(Guba and Li neoln, 1981).

Probes and exploratory techniques are employed to deepen the

responl'lel'l and to gain a comprehensive view of the

participants' story (Patton, 1980). In addition,

clori fieation and summary can be used to ensure the maximum

understanding between the researcher and t.he participants

(Guba and Lincoln, 1981). It is worthy mentioning the cost

effectiveness of this method in that it allows one to obtain

llIore data for less cost.

Other methodologies such as utilizing scales, questionnaires,

or the provision of a conceptual framework as an interview

guide, have been explored by the researcher. However,

questionnaires and conceptual interview guides limit and

predetermine the f1 ndings. They provide organizational

thought patterns to the participants which strip the process

of the participants telling their own experiences in their own

words in a meaningful way (Plurnmer. 1983), The purpose of

qualitative methodology according to Patton (1980), is to

minimize the occurrence of predetermined responses from the

pl:lrtic1pants.
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The open-ended exploratory interview respects the uniqueness

of each individual by discovering and understanding their

subjective reality. Guba and Lincoln (1981) and Kirby and

McKenna (1989) describe people in the marll i ns 'as those "Iho

have experienced exploitation, injustice and/or inequality in

their lives' (p.33). They discuss the importance of

completing research wi th the purpose of gaining the

perspective from those in the margins. This study addresses

the perspective of those who have suffered exploitation and

injustice in their lives. The literature recommends the use

of qualitative methods in research in order to fully

understand peoples' subjective experience (Plummer, 1983;

Lofland and Lofland, 1984; Kirby and McKenna 1989; Guba and

Lincoln,1981). Thus, the use of indepth, exploratory

interviews gains the subjective experiences of the

victims/survivors and any attempts to objectify these

experiences will strip them of their personal meaning.

There are a number of limitations which accompany the

exploratory interviews. The results of such a study

difficult to report and predict. There is a criticism that.

researcher bias influences the interviewing proceso. The

researcher needed to be fully cognizant of this valid point

throughout the interviewing process. To some extent however,

all researchers select the type of data they are examining in
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11 study (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975). Thus, the influence that

the re8earch.~r has upon the participants is an important

concern which was taken into account during the data analysis.

Given the nature of the research, the results are difficult

to generalize, since they a.ppl'/ solely to the people and

events In a particular context (Palton, 1980). The methodology

being used is a lengthy means of collecting data. Therefore,

only small samples can be used which further limits the extent

to which the study can be generalized. In ~ddition, the very

nature of this method makes it difficult to replicate.

Population

The population consisted of a non-probability, purposive

sample. Due to the depth of the interviewing process, the

sample consisted of three participants. The sample involved

males who were allegedly sexually abused while residing at the

Mt. Cashel Orphanage during the 1970's. Another selection

factor included those males who participated in the Hughes

Inquiry as 0. result of those experiences.

The access to thia population sample was achieved through a

thi~'d party. This third party introduced the research to the

prospective participants t.hrough a letter of introdlJction (see

appendix Bl. The aforementioned individual is a lawyer who
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is a partner in the law firm in St. John's that represented

the victims/survivors at the Hughes Inquiry. In addition,

this individual was informed about the dynamics of child

sexual abuse. The research was completed under the auapices

of this law firm to ensure that the research material was

privileged information for the lawyer representing the

participants. This will prevent the material from being used

to the participants detriment and/or during the criminl\1

trials for the offenders. The subjects were presented with

a consent form (see appendix Dl indicating their approval to

having their lawyer have access to the data. This third

person had a working relationship with the participants and

had a vested concern for their best interests.

Data CJl1ection

Quali tative metho··!ology incorporati ng a phenomenological

perspective formed the basis of data collection. The data

itself was collected from the indepth exploratory interviewB

with the raw data consisting of quotations. The interviewB

were unscheduled and unstructured. Probes and exploratory

techniques were used to guide the content and facilitate rich

and detailed information (Lofland and Lofland, 1984). The use

of probes in the exploratory interviews gave the participantI'

an element of control. This is thou6ht to be an important

issue for this population.
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Once the participants had agreed through the third party to

participate in the research, they were contacted by the

researcher. The interviewing took place in a neutrnl setting.

The researcher had arranged office space from a private

practitioner in the St. John's downtown area, because of its

neutral i ty and pr! vlley.

The interviews were audio-taped. The audio-tapes were typed

into a transcript for the purpose of data analysis. The

researcher was responsible for compiling the transcript from

the audiotapes. To ensure the anonymity of the participants,

the transcripts were coded and their identifying names were

omi tted. The researcher and the lawyer representing the

pu.rticipants were the only people having access to the

transcript. For the purpose of data analysis the thesis

advisor was consul ted if deemed necessary by the researcher.

The tapes and transcript will be destroyed once the thesis has

been completed and passed by an internal and external reader.

In! tisl Heeting

Once the participants had agreed to become involved in th~s

study, the researcher contacted them and arranged for an

initil\l meeting to take place. The setting for the meeting

was at a private practitioner's office in the St. John's area.

This meeting was not taped. This allowed the participants and
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the researcher to becolle cOlllfortable with the data site.

Another purpose ot this interview to allow the

participants Bnd the observer to lIeet face to face. The

process of developing a positive trusting relationship with

the participants was of the utmost importance.

The purpose of the study, the risks involved and the consent

forms were discusged during the initio.l interview (see

appendices A, C and 0). The consent forms were presented to

the participants for signature (see appendix A and DJ. The

participants did have the opportunity to ask questions or to

seek further cladficstion about the research. The second

interview took place no longer than 10-14 days after the

initial lIeeting. The participants chose t.he t.i1..e of the

interview.

Interview

The goal of the interview was to learn and understand the

perspective of the participants. The length of the interview8

was approximately 3 hours. The participants could chooso to

complete the interview on one occasion or have two separate

interviews of a shorto:.'r time frame. A general interview guide

W8.E> used. Although t.he interview was focused to 80Jlle extont,

the style allowed the personal expedence of each participant

to emerge. The interview started with their present
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experiences dealing with the here and now. Probes addressing

this examined their experience now that the Inquiry is over.

Some examples may include: Has participating 1n the Inquiry

affected your life in any W'ly? Do people and lor family

members treat you differently? What is your perception of

yourself?

After exploring the present, the interview moved to past

events. How they initially became aware of the Inquiry was

discussed. Also examined were such things as; what kindft of

issues arose for them at t _ tin;ej were there any disclosures

made about the abuse to others prior to the Inquiry; and what

were the reactions of significant others? This process moved

through the events of the Inquiry. Such probes would include:

how did you become involved in the Inquiry? How did the

process of becoming involved in the Inquiry unfold in your

life? Did it affect your interactions with family members?

What effect has this experience had upon you of having this

secrct made public? Could you dcscribe your experience of

giving evidence at the Hughes Inquiry? How did you prepare

yoursel f for this experience? What gave you the strength to

participate in the Inquiry? What kind of impact did this have

upon your life? These probes can elicit detailed information

around the experience of participating in the Inquiry.
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The last segment of the interview focused on the future. Now

that the Inquiry is completed, do you perceive that th111

experience will shape your future in any way? Hna it o.fft!cted

your perception of the abuse? Overall, do you feel that the

process of the Inquiry was of a personal benefi t for you and

if so, in what way? Were there any ways in which this proceSH

was detrimental for you?

At the end of esch interview, demographic information WDS

gathered. This addressed infordlation about their biological

family and their present family composition. The demographic

information was asked at the end of the interview to avoid

setting up a pattern of short answer questions throughout the

interview (Patton, 1980). As the interview progresyed, probes

were shaped according to the individual's need.

It was important to create an atmosphere conducive to openness

and comfortability (Bogdan ar..d Taylor, 1975). During the

interview, the researcher utilized skills that enhanced active

and reflective listening, probing and unconditional positive

regard. These elements were crucial in developing a positive

relationship that will lend itself to openness (Patton, 1980i

Bogdan and Taylor, 1975). The importance of an empathic

understanding was also crucial, given the sensitivity of the

issues being explored. The purpose of these open-ended
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exploratory probes was to minimize any predetermined

responses.

Final Interview

Given that a relationship had developed between the researcher

and the participant, this interview was used to deal with

termination. The researcher and the participant had the

opportunity to ask any further questions or to clarify data.

I f the researcher felt thBt there are some unresolved issues

for the participant, the possibility of a referral for

counselling was discussed. This was also followed up if the

participant requested such a service.

Pretest

Prior to the data collection of this study, a pretest was

completed. With the exploratory interview, it is very

di fficult to administer a pretest (Guba Bnd Lincoln, 1981, p.

187). The purpose of this pretest however, was to examine the

researcher's interviewing style and deal with Bny

methodological issues that arose. The pretest was completed

with a male clinician who is familiar with the issues involved

in child sexual abuse and who has had considerable clinical

experience. A mock interview using the outlined probes was

completed and audio-taped. The participant in the interview

provided feedback to the researcher. Feedback addressed the
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rcaearcher's style and ability to establish rapport and

empathic skills. Given the sensitive nature of the

interviews, the pretest provided some feedback on how to

ensure that. this process wss as safe and comfortable tiS

possible for the participants.

Data Analyllis

For the purpose of this study, the data was doculIlented on

transcripts obtained from the audio-taped interview. Thus,

the primary data consisted of quotations extracted from the

interview (Patton, 1980). After the interview, notes were

taken by the researcher which documented observations Ilnd

insights obtained throughout this process. It WIlS iIIporto.nt

for the researcher t.o lJIaintain notes on his\her own

impressions, subjectivity and emerging themes (Bogdan and

Taylor, 19'/5). In completing this task however, one had to

be cautioned against using these notes to bias data analysis

(Patton. 1980).

When commencing the data analysis, organizational issues

needed to be addressed such 88 making sure that all the notes

were completed, accounted for and available. A qualitative

descriptive account ot each interview 18 provided. Thh

consists of a narrative of each participant's interview snd

sOllie examples at their content.
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In completing the data analysis, the researcher read the

interviews and notea several times making connections and

noting emerging themes. This process actually began while the

researcher was compiling the transcripts frolll the aUdio

tapes. Through the process of content analysis, a label and

file system was devised using theme IS and patterns. In order

to complete this task, a number of copies of the transcripts

were made in order to accommodate various alllerging themes and

patterns. This classificat.ion system emerged from inductive

analysis, such that the classifications originated from the

raw data and not from a preconceived analysiB.

Another component of the inductive analysis is the

construction of typologies {Patton, 1980}. Typologies

exLractea from the themes and categories that are generated

frolll the raw data. Typologies can be initiated from the

reacnrcher analyzing the data or constructed from the

porticipant.s who have described their exper:lencEr (Patton,

1980). A caution is needed in constructing typologies so that

one doeB not create typologies that do not exist (Lofland and

Lofland, 1984\. Addressing this concern eRl:~ureB that th~re

is convergence among the classification system (Guba and

Lincoln, 1981). This mechanism speaks to the patterns and

themes that are similar, so that they should occur with some

degree of regularity. According to Guba and Lincoln (1981),
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there should be an element of external heterogeneity and

internal homogeneity. Internal homogeneity refers to the

necessity that the themes in the classification system

similar and cohesive. While meeting this criteria, there must

also be differences in the classification system that are

vivid and clear. This ensured that external heterogeneity

would be achieved (Guba and Lincoln, 1981).

In the process of completing content analysIs and devising a

classification system, one must continug.lly work back and

forth between the raw data and the typologies in the

classification (Patton, 1989). This task continued until all

categories were exhausted and new information blended with the

already existing typologies. Hence, convergence """,!')ng the

data analysis was achieved. In completing the data analysis,

the researcher ensured that convergence, internal hOlllogeneity

and external heterogeneity was achieved so that typologies

that were meaningful and significant were extracted from the

data. See appendix F for an outline of the data analysis.

Upon the completion of the narrative description of the data

and t.he content analysis, an additional analysis took place.

The researcher filtered Finkelhor's traumagenic model which

includes; themes of powerlessness, betrayal, stigmatization,

and traumatic sexualization through the raw data in order to
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discover if there was any evidence of their presence

(Finkelhor and Browne, 1986). This provided a conceptual

linkage to the literature review, as well as, provided

Information regarding the relevance of Finkelhor'g model to

the participants in this study. The content analysis wss not

grounded in the traumagcnic model that is provided by

Finkelhor in order to avoid any preconceived typologies. When

using inductive analysis it is important to allow patterns and

themes to emerge from the raw data.

Fot' the purpose of this analysis the four factors described

by Finkelhor were filtered throughout the raw data. The

researcher examined the guotations made by the participants

to discover if any such therneD existed. The occurrence, if

any, and the prevalence of these themes throughout the data

is discussed in the analysis. If they existed, some examples

were provided. They may include: 'After testifying in the

Inquiry, I found that people treated me differently, so I

would usually avoid going out in public' - related to

stigmatization; 'For once people were listening to me and

believing my story' - empowerment related to powerlessness.

The researcher reviewed the transcript several times and made

filea based upon which quotations were connected wi th any of

the dynamics in Finkclhor and Browne's (1988, p. 196)

traulllagenic model.
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In summary. e. content anf\lysis using inductive process allowed

themes to emerge that wer!! identified by Ilnd relevant. to the

participants. The analysis organized the themes and

categories that elllerged and then it created typologies. This

was achieved utilizing a transcript of the audio-taped

interviews. Onoe thi8 had been completed, a second analysis

occurred. This involved exploring the data to see if any

themes existed in relation to Finkelhor's trllumllgenic model.

The analysis also spoke to the relationship, if I1ny, between

the themes in Finkelhor's model to the themes In lhe content

analysis that were created by the participants.

Ethical Issues

The ethical issues in qualitative resee.rch are salient ones.

It is often difficult to assess the true nature of the risks

and the benefits for the participants (LIlRossa, 1981). It

needs to be ensured that participation for those involved is

voluntary. The important issues of confidentiality and

informed consent also need to be addressed.

There are risks for the participants in any qualitative study

(LaRossa, 1981). What is esaentia1 for the participants is

that the benefits outweigh the risks for them I LaRoss8, 19811

Plummer,1983). According to LaRo~sa (1981),0. major risk for

the participants is public exposure. Therefore, it was vital
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that the participants I identities were not revealed and that

any identifying information was masked. Although some

information about their family backgrounds was obtained, the

identifying information 1018.'1 altered. This issue was of

particular importance to this study given the high media

profile of the Hugheli Inquiry and the relatively small size

of the St. John's community. The researcher neeJ.ed to apply

a great deal of sensitivity and caution in ensuring that

publ Ie exposure did not occur.

Another risk associated with qualitative research is that

subjects may reveal more information than they had originally

intended (LaRossa, 1981 J. The researcher's experience in

interviewing was used to minimize this risk. The interview

focu~cd on their experience of participating in the Hughes

Inquiry as opposed to the details of their abuse. It was

important to inform the participants of the risk involved,

that they w<!re aware of this.

It is well docl''IIt!ntcd in the literature pertaining to sexual

abuse that victims are at risk of becoming offenders (Brunker

and Jol,nson, 1987; Browne and Flnkelhor, 1986; and Sebold,

1984). Given that this study involved victims of sexual

ubuse, the risk that some of them may have offend2d was

present. The child welfdre law states that the reporting of
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sexual abuse is mandatory. Therefore I the subjects

informed that any information reveal tng thnt a chi Id was

risk for abuse would be reported. This requirement 11'

RPo:lcified in the consent form ( see appendix C).

As with the risks, the benefits of qUlllitative research

difficult to determin.' at the onset (J,aRossa, 1981). It IR

hoped that it was helpful for the participants to tell their

story in a support'ive and affirming process. Tt is 1111-10

believed that being able to describe the Impact thul.

participating in the Inquiry had upon their IlvCH had

therapeutic benefit for them.

The issue of confidentiali ty is an important concern for

social resear~h (Babble, 1983; Plummer, 1983; LaRosaR, 19BI).

It is essential that identifying information was not revealed

to anyone but the reaearcher. Such information waa masked in

order to protect the participants' identity. The researcher

and the thesis advisor did have access to the data. The

thesis advisor was consulted for the purpose of data IlnaJysiH.

The ajm of this was to promote objectivity during the process

of analysis. The participants have also given consent to

their lawyer (see appendix D) to have access to the data us

well. Upon completion of the thesis, the typed transcripts,

and the audio-tapes will be destroyed.
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When completing social research, informed consent is also an

irlportant ethical issue ILaRossa, 1981; Plummer, 1983). The

participants needed to be fully aware of the purpose and the

gonis of the research. They were given a statement of the

purpose of the study when contacted by the third party (see

appendix C). During the initial meeting with the researcher,

the ri.\lks and the benefits were discussed. Participants in

the research were voluntary and they were given the

opportunity to withdraw consent without any consequences at

uny time (Babble, 19831.

With any study, the risk of the data being subpoenaed is

nlwnys present. This risk was a salient one for this study.

To address this, the transcripts have been coded in order to

conceal the participl\nts' identity. The audio-tapes were

locked in a safe place until the completion of the thesis.

The concern here was that the data may reveal informath;., that

could have been detrimental to the p":.rticipants, especially

if the criminal case against their a~leged perpetrator had not

yel. been heard. Since the study has been completed under the

alispicelJ of the law firm representing the victims/survivors.

this risk was safeguarded. As well, the data foc\ p.d on their

participation in the Hughes Inquiry as opposed to the details

around thel r abuse. The transcripts and the audio-tapes will

be destroyed after the thesis has been submitted.
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Su_ary

This study utilized qualitative methodology through fl.

phenomenological perspective to answer the resc/\roh question.

The goal was to understand the perspective of the

victims/survivors who participated in the lIughcs Inquiry.

During the initial cont'l.ct with the participants, the 11I1IIlC

of confidentiality and informed consent was addressed. The

second interview was approximately 3 hours in durllt.lon llnd It

.::<plored the participants' experience of their involvement. in

the Hughes Inquiry through an cxplorolory interview. The dat.1I

was collected through the use of audio-tapes. A fln/\1

interview dealt with termination and it provided nn

opportunIty for the researcher and the participant to IUik 11ny

further quest ions. The audio-tapes were typed int.o 11

transcript for the purpose of data analysis. The pnrtlcipllnt.H

were infol"med that the thesis, when completed, would be

available at the School of Social ....·ork and the Queen F:l i loIabet.h

II Library at. Memorial University of Newfoundland.

It is important that !{O:! know the victims'/Murvivors'

pCl"ceptlons of theil' experience of participllting in the HughcM

Inquiry. There are gaps in the l1terature deal in~ with mille

victimization. In addition, there are gaps regarding the

impact that Judicial inquiries have had upon victims/survivor"!

of sexual abuse. The subjective experiences of those who have
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l'Iurrcrcd Injustice and exploitation is an important source of

dllla (Kirby and McKenna, 19891. This information is useful

for social workers and other professionals who are working

wi Lh victilllll/survivorli or sexual abuse.
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CHAPTER .. : RESEARCH PROCESS

Introduction

The indepth nalure of the qualitative research lends itself

to description. This chapter provides an outline of the

sample 0.8 a collective. Individualized descriptions or each

of the three participants is provided. The actual data

collection process ill discussed. This a180 includes the

interview for.at and the li.itationll &1'I",ocillted with the dala

collection process.

SSlIIple aa a Collection

All participants had t.heir own unique characteristics.

However, they had SOllie elellents in CODon 88 a collective.

As a criteria for involvement in this atudy all have resided

in Ht. Cashel aa a youth and had participated in the Hughes

Inquiry as a result of that. experience. The participants 1n

the study had all endured 80ae degree or elllotionll.l. physical

and sexual abuse while residing at Ht. Cashel Orphanage.

During the time of t~le study all three participants had

pending court cases against Christian Brotherll for alleged

physical and sexual abuse. Prior to the Hughes Inquiry

neither had shared with anyone the tact. that they were abused.

The three participants were males either in their late
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twenties or early thirties. All were subjected to unatable

f."dl,. backgrounds and spent auch of their childhood in foater

hOlJleB and in the Ht. Cashel Orphanage. For the most PSl;t,

they were not railed with their biological siblings and lacked

II sense oC family, Two of the participants had some up

bringing wIth their siblings in foster hOllies and in Ht.

Cashel.

The researcher did not have any contact with the participants

prior to the stud)'. Thus, the researcher was not aware of

their backgrounds or personal experiences. Throughout the

descriptions, the participants are given flett t!ous oa.es and

the identifying data has been altered to protect their

identity,

eart.icipant A - Ted

Sure the mone)' is good •• it was a big thing

in Ill)' .ind •• now it's getting down to justice

for what happened. I just can't picture how

they got away with it 20 years ago. They

shouldn't get away with it any longer ••

that's how I see it now.

The researcher had .inilIlal contact with Ted by lIIeana of the

telephone prior to the interview. After reviewing the purpose

of the study and the consent forma, Ted decided to proceed
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with the second interview. Thilil involved data collection.

For the initial meeting, Ted was dressed in a Buit with B.

briof case. He provided the researcher with a copy of his

statement to the police regarding the abuse that he endured

while at the Mt. Cashel Orphanage. This statclllcnt

utilized for the purpose of this study.

During the time of this study, Ted was unemployed and single.

He had plans however, of returning to his past employment in

the nellr future. lie comes frail! a fAmily of six siblingH. He

Is the second youngeat. He describes his childhood aa a

difficult one. He has spent the majority of his life in

foster hOllies, at Ht. Cashel Orphanage and in board! og hOllies.

HIs childhood has been marked with physic",1 and sexual tJ.buse.

He has spent some time with his siblings in foster homes and

at Mt. Cashel Orphanage. According to Ted, he and his siblings

are not close and contact with t.hem usually results in a

conflict.

He first gained knowledge about the Inquiry when his broLher

contacted him to make hifll aware that officials were attempting

to contact him. At that tilDe, Ted instructed his brother 'not

to tell' officials hOH to get in contact hill. He then later

saw a article in the paper outlining the Ht. Cashel affair.

This article also spoke of the law Buit some of the ex-
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residents were pursuing and gave the name of the lawyer to

contact regarding this matter.

Initially, Ted chose not to become involved. However, he

Inter decided to contact this lawyer in order to pursue this

interest. As a result, he became involved in a preas

conference. He has involved himself in the media and has been

quite vocal a~ a survivor. According to Ted, the media

coverage was not for him personally I but to inform others

about the Ht. Cashel affair.

As with the other participants, he was offered support

throughout the Inquiry. However, he did not avail of these

services as he felt that it would not be beneficial for him.

While going through the Inquiry he did have support from a

relationship that was ongoing at the time. This relationship

has since terminated. He stated that for the most part he

kept things to himself. He was not close to faldly members

and his friends tended not to talk about it. He stated that

he has received mixed reaction from the general public from

one of support to other times when people have become verbally

aggressive towards him.

Throughout the time of the Inquiry, Ted was very much engaged

in that process. He attended the Inquiry regularly and has
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always been well-informed regarding the happenings around this

incident. He was familiar with the process of the Inquiry and

was sensitive to the political at the tilDe. He

expressed scepticism towards the 9yatem and he tendll to be

mistrusting of people I 8 motives.

Ted will acknowledge the difficulty involved in participating

in the Inquiry. However, he tends to minimize the anlount of

courage it did take to participate. For him it was Just

'something that he had to do.' He atated that he did not give

it much thought. Overall, he was looking forward to gett1nl

to tell his story at the Inquiry. For him he would have liked

to share more of the details of his story at the Inquiry. He

expresses frustration around this process and views the court

85 his avenue to tell his story.

In terms of the judicial process, Ted has participated in the

preliminary hearing associated with the alleged physical and

sexual abuse that he Buffered while in Ht. Cashel Orphanage.

The dates for the court cases had not yet been set at the time

of the study. During the finsl interview Ted did express

positive feelings connected with hiB participation in the

study.
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Participant B - J'h

"The Hughes Inquiry •. it had to be done, people

had to knOll about ••..• I just did not want to be

the one to do it,"

Prior to meeting Jill for the interview I the researcher had

minimal contact with him over the telephone. This waB for the

purpose of arransing the interview thle. Upon fleeting Jim,

the purpose of the interview and consent forllll were explained

to hbl. After this phase, .11111 requ"uted to proceed to the

aecond interview. This involved the actual data collection.

Al though J 1m did appear sOllewhat uneasy. the researcher was

able to establish. positive relationship with him during the

tnitial contact. The details of the consent for_ were

important to hi.. While explain!n, the paraaetera of

confidentialitJ••11. was inforlled that it' he disclosed that

a child was at risk, confidelltiality would be breached. He

responded by asking. "where was that law when I was a child?"

Typ:l.~al of most of the boys that resided in Ht. Cashel, his

childhood was lIarked with instability. He was not ra1aed with

his biological siblings. Both of his parents are deceased.

In the past recent years. he has settled into a relationship

and has two children. He refers to this as his f8l1ily. He
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now has contact with his siblings. He describes himself

particularly close to one of them.

The news of the Inquiry was the beginning of the process for

Jim. At that tillie, he states that he became frightened and

disturbed after hearing about the Inquiry through the lIedia..

An ex-resident of Mt. Cashel informed him that the police were

going to contact him. This was quite upsetting for Jim.

However, neither survivor discussed their experiences lit Ht.

Cashe!. At that time, Jim denied any victimization.

Reluctantly, he did contact the police in fear that the)' would

contact him through his family. Dudng the initial inttorview

with the police he would only disclose 80mo incidents of

physical abuse. Later he disclosed incidents of sexual abuse.

After providing the police with his statelllent l Jill felt.

compelled to infot'1Il his family Ilbout. his past. Once he did

this he states that he became depressed, withdrawn, and lacked

confidence. He becalDe t'eaiatant to going to public places in

fear that others would recognize him. His experiences t'anged

from a pereon ridiculing him to othet's who offered support.

He had an experience of a formet' Christian Bt'ot.her disclosing

the abuse he experienced while he was in the brotherhood. Jim

however, did not want recognition in any way.
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According to Jhl, hill spouse was his major source of support

throughout his difficult tbe. He states that, "my family was

the only rope that I hung onto." lie states that ~ithout his

family, he is certaln that he would have either run away or

have committed suicide. Initially, his falllily did not want

him involved ,tith the Hughes Inquiry. However, when they ssw

the impact that this was having upon him they encou:raged him

to become involved.

He was quite nervous Bnd afraid of giving evidence at the

Inguiry. According to Jim, he was instructed to tell his

story to a tape-recorder when he initially had contact with

the Inquiry. He still has negative feelings associated with

this experience. He stated that he was quite reluctant to

giving evidence at the Inguiry and if given the choice he

would not have participated.

Jim did have some media coverage through a short television

interview. He states that this was not beneficial for him.

His only motive for exposing himself to the media was for

other children who were being abused. He refused several

other media opportunities ss it was a role that he was not

comfortable wi tho He also expressed some reluctance in

relation to beCOlilng involved with this study. He indicated

however, that he needed to talk about this experience.



In terms of the legal proceedings, Jim has given his statement

to the police. Charges have been lsid ss a result of the

alleged physical and sexual abuse that he had endured while

at the orphanage. During the time of the interview, the court

proceedings had not yet taken place. He expressed amdetles

in anticipation of this event.

During the final intervieW', issues around trust in relat.lon

to the research were discussed. Jim was given information Ilnd

provided a copy of the consent forllls. Issues arOBe in

relation to terrlinating the relationship with the researcher.

These were explored with the participant. It was mutually

agreed that counselling would be beneficial for him. The

researcher mads arrangelRents for Jim to receive professional

counselling after psrticipating in this study. He appeared to

be sat lsfted with this arrangement. He expressed poai ti ve

feelings towards the research process.

Participant C - Bob

HI feel better inside that I got it out

in the open. ThiB was always inside of

me and I Just wanted to get it out."

Prior to the interview the researcher had minimal contact with

Bob, for the purpose of arranging the time of the interviel;.
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Upon reviewing t.he purpose of the study and the consent (orlla,

Bob requested to proceed with the second interview. This

Involved t.he act.-el data collection.

lie was co-operative and IOeemed to be eager to please othera.

He spoke openly about. his low self-concept and stated that he

was working on "his belief in him8elr.~ TheRe interviews took

place prior La hia involvement in his court case where charges

were beinl( laId against one of the Christian Brothers. Thus,

he was qu I Le focused on the anxiety surrounding his

involvement. In court., He stressed the personal importance or
the alleged offender receiving a guilty verdict. on the

charges that were laid.

Hla childhood was liarked with instabili ty. He did have

contact with one ot his siblings throughout the tille he spent

in foster hOlies And in the orphanage. Bob was in a COlllllon

law relationship when he first gained knowledge of the

Inquiry. However, this relationahip haa since dissipated.

During the the of this study Bob was single and unemployed.

He does have limited contact with hie biological parents. He

does not receive emotional support frolll them. However, he has

Illlintained a relationship with past foster parents who

l]uite supportive of him. He alao haa siblings who are

elllottonally support.ive of him.
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Bob initially became aware of the Hughes Inquiry through Lhe

.edia. He proceeded by tele(·honing a cORlact nUliber provided

by a ex-resident. That is how his involvement. in the Inquiry

callie about. Shortly aft.erwards, his comlllon-h.w relat.ionship

ended. He describes htlllself enduring a tl.c In his life whl!rf!

he felt depressed and suicidal.

After giving his evidenc,", at the Inquiry he felt. lIIore at. ensc.

Although he found the Inquiry to be helpful to him. he vus not

comfortable with the publicit.y. He stated that he pretended

as if the calJleras were not present. He focused on t.he person

asking hill the questions. Bob was very much open to the

support fro. the system. Through the process of the Inquiry

he has had contact with counsellors. Also, he has been

receiving support frolll a lawyer frolll the Justice Departlllent

in relation to his involve.ent in court. He lola" quite

positive about the "upport he has received. In Ilany ways this

process has opened doors for him.

In terms of the legal proceedings, Bob has participated in the

Inquiry and the preliminary hearings associated with his case.

Shortly afterwards, he would be participating in the court

trials in relation to the alleged physical and sexual abuse

that he had suffered while in Ht. Cashel OrphanAge.
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Since his involvement with the Inquiry and the court. system

he haa received support from siblings, foster parents and

profea",lonals. He haB been quite open to intervention and

feels t.hat, he is beginning the healing process.

The flnal interview WIlS held on a separate occasion. He had

completed his involvement in a court case and was teeling

positive about that experience. He did not express Ilny

ambivalence about his participation in the research process

nor did he have questions. He seemed comfortable with

sharing himself and hoped he could be of help to the

researcher,

Actual Data Process

Prior to completing the interview~, 8. pretest was carried out.

This was COD'lplctcd with Dr. Alan Kenworthy, who has

considerable clinical experience. The pretest interview was

Ooudio-taped. A short interview WOoS hcld with Dr. A.

Kenworthy. After that, he provided feedback to the researcher

regarding interview style and what would be useful for the

purpose of the study. The researcher also utilized the audio-

tape as a means to heighten self-awareness around interview

style.
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Jack Harris, who is the lawyer representing the ex-residents

of Mt. Cashel contacted the participants to request

participation in this study. The participant.s were determined

by their availability and their receptiveness to participate

in the study. He provided them with II letter of introduction

and an outline describing the purpose of this study (see

appendices A and cl. After the participants had agreed t.o

partic.lpate in the study, the researcher was provided wit.h

their names and telephone nUlllbers. Then the researcher

contacted the perspective participants and arranged t.he

interview times. The intervie'~s were held in an office in

downtown 5t. John I 8,

The initial meeting was to establish a relationship with the

participants and also, to discuss the purpose of the study,

review consent forms and answer any questions that may ariss.

All three participants requested to proceed to the second

phase of the interview as opposed to arranging a second

interview time. For the data collection interview the

participants were given the choice to have two separate

interviews or one longer inter:dew. Ted chose to have the two

interviews. The other two participants requested the one

interview. The interview time was approximately two hours

thirty minutes to three hours in length. The final interview

held with the participants was not audio-taped. The
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researcher explored their feelings about their participation

in the study and discussed any outstanding questions or

Issues.

During the time of data collection, the Hughes Inquiry had

terminated. However, the Hughes Report had not yet been

released. All participants had completed their preliminary

hearings lind their cases were going to trial. Data was

collected in the same week for participant A (Ted) and

participant B (Jim). Interviews with participant C (Bob) were

held approximatelY one month later. Thus, he was cloBer to

the date of the trial addressing the alleged abuse that

occurred while he was at the Ht. Cashel Orphanage.

Interview Format

The interview style was opened-ended and unstructured. The

researcher began with the here and now, in terms of what their

lives were like now. The researcher then guided the

participants back to the beginning of the Inquiry.

Information was elicited concerning how the Inquiry started,

what that process was like for them and what they saw was

their future. Issues around thei:r futures and pending cou:rt

cases were also discussed.
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Li.itationa

Interviews with the three participants were carried out after

the completion of the Hughes Inquiry and prior to the release

of the Hughes Report. However, the interview with participant

C (Bob), was carried out approximately a monlh later than the

interviews with the other participants. This participant was

very close to his court date. Thus, much of his focus was

towards court and the .anxiety associated with thia process.

This may have affected his perception of the Hughea Inquiry.

The reason for the later interview scheduled with participant

C was due solely to his being unavailable prior to that tillle.

Gathering information for the put'pose of data collection is

unlike a therapeutic interview. Thus, the researcher had to

be constantly aware of this difference in relation to the

interviewing style and the fact that thJ s may actually impede

data collection.
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CHAPTER 5: RESEARCH FINDINGS

Introduction

The goal of this study wall to understand the experience of

participating in the lIughes Inquiry for the victims/survivors

of Ht. Cashsl Orphanage. Qualitative methodology was employed

to explore the participants' thoughta, notions and experiences

in their own terms. An Ilnswer relating to whet.her or not the

participante perceived the Inquiry 6S a helpful process did

not emerge from the data in a clearly definsble form.

Inst.ead, their perceptions regarding the quality of their

c>tperience depended on a number of factol"s. For the purpose

of organizing the data these will be categorized under themes

relating to 188U88 of; shame. trust, empowerment, snd anger.

The presence or absence of theRs theJllsa in Finkelhor's

trllumagcnic model will then be discusacd.

Shame ISBues

The degree of shame expressed by the participa.nts affected

t.heir perception or their experience of participating in the

Inquiry. The greater the prevalence o'r shame Bnd stIgma, the

more negative the experience of participating in the Inquiry.

Shame is a theme that was present for all thre.e participants.

Not all participants h01'lever, experienced shame to the same

degree. The stigma llssociated with being sexually abused by

another male was preaent for all partIcIpants.
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"I didn't want people to be roing arour:;d saying, well he's

gay, he is queer, or something like that, right. You know."

- Bob

"1 didn't want to go out no mc..re, you know. Because I mean,

gees people will probably be saying, well he must be a pervert

or somethin!!, you know. That's how I felt, right-" - Jim

"The public 1s going to know, right? You know, what would

they think of you? Are you a pervert or you know? I mesn I

wasn't but .. ," - Jim

"Maybe it's a bit prejudice, but they look at you in a

different way snd stuff like that. Vou could be branded queer

or fagot .. atuff like that. I thought a lot about stuff lik6

that." - Ted

Their feelings of shame were usually related to the reactions

or the anticipated reactions that they Illsy receive from

others. For Ted there was evidence of shame when he was

initially beginning the process of involving himself in the

Inquiry. After that, his feelings of shame were not present

for him. Thus, he was largely involved in the media coverage

throughout the Inquiry process.
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.•. and I thought, why would I want to tell any bod y

this? You know it ss something that I put away and

it I 8 not the most pleasant thing to remember or to be

telling anybody... why would I want to be telling

anybody, right? Not Just the embarrassment of it,

but I mean ••. bound things are going to change after

that. - Ted

"The thing that really .• you knot! .• you knew that when you got

up there in the stand in 8 aense you were not going to be

looked at in the same way. since people will recognize you."

- Ted

"Well, people are going to look at you differently. I have

been hanging around wi th friends for years I who never knew

anything." - Ted

"I find that a lot of people... considering all of the

publicity about the Inquiry •. a lot of people don't know that

1 was ever involved. II - Ted

Bob did express feelings of shallle in relation to his

anticipated reactions of others. However, he did not have any

shaming experiences in relation to the reaction of significant

others or the general public. Thus, his feelings of stiglla

and shame subsided.
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"Because I was scared inside, frightened, didn't know whether

or what anybody would have thought about me, right." - Bob

"Right, it's dirty, it's filth. Right. And then when I got

to say this stuff, right, it hurts me inside to say these

things." - Bob

I thought that I was going to be harassed a lot. - Bob

Did that ever happen to you? - Interviewer

It never did. It never did ever happen. - Bob

Did people come up to you in a supportive way?

Interviewer

No. It seemed like nobody recognized me really. 

80b

"I knows that I'm going to tell the truth and I I m not going

to be ashamed to teli the truth. And I mean to Ba)' I ain't

the one here on triaL" - Bob

Jim did not have the same experience. For him, feelings of

shame were present throughout his involvement in the lnqul.ry.

Family members also expressed feelings of shame towards him.

Sub8equently for Jim, this shaped his experience of

participating in the Inquiry in a detrimental way.

I didn' t want no one to know, becau"e it feel" •• 1 ike
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r said •• in the 1nst1 tution I grew up in everyone

called names from day one. Right. It's not essy to

carry. And I thought the public would be more or less

like that. - Jim

II And all through the years, 1 ike I said. more or less, in Ht.

CasheI, no one ever talked to me. I suppose I carried the

shame and gull t as though they were a part .• you know." - Jim

Referring to a conversation that he had with a family lIlember

surrounding his participation in the Inquiry: " said,

I don't want you to, you know. because of family, respect of

the falllily's name .•• " - Jim

Alluding to his conversation with the police Jim stated:

" •. ,and I told about, more ot' less the beatings I had.

didn't wBnt to mention it, anything you know, sexual because

like I knew it was the shame that goes on. right."

"I was really sca.red and frustrated a.nd really like, I didn't

wllnt to see no one, right. I was embarrassed a.t the time,

more or leBs •.. " - Jim

"Because I was so embarrassed and scared and frightened, what

would people think of rae •••.•••.• No one knew, what are they

going to think of me, right?" - Jim
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I don't know, I could be walking out the street toraorrow

snd I'll see someone and someone will Bay I 'were you on

the Hughes' .. you know that's the point that I don't like

about it...... And that feeling Is an uneasy feeling.

And that I 9 what carries wi th me. - Jim

The stigma associated with being sexually abused by another

male was present for all three participants. The extent to

which they experienced feelings of shame in relation to their

abuse sharyed their perceptions of participating in the

Inquiry.

Trust Issues

Issues relatin1. to trust and lIIistrust were evident throughout

the data collected. It was found that factors dealing with

betrayal and with the support that they received frolll others,

was linked to their ability to trust. The participant who was

most trusting. of the Inquiry process found the experience to

be more of a personal benefit for him.

The experience of being betrayed l'lhllpcS a person's ability to

trust. Being sexually abused implies an element of betrayal.

Jim's sense of betrayal waB directed towards the Chriatian

Brothers. The betrayal expressed by Ted and Jim was directed

towards the system in general.
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I don' t think t.hat I can forgive ••.•• This ia a _an who

sexually abused a child, right... who was a authority

to do 80lllething like this and a religious stature.

mean. I 'Ill a Ro••n Catholic. He was a ROIII.n Catholic too,

Christian and that so, you know, that was the .Ollt

frightenlng for lIIe, right. - Bob

(hey were my Hom and Dad put together. If I needed

Bomething I would have to go to them ••• boy problem •••

man problelllB. I would have to go to theil, right. It waa

that 80rt of thing. They were our parenta. - Bob

You were totally dependent upon the•• - Interviewer

Totally dependent .•. snd then to get aexuall,. abused b)'

one of thtllll. Illean t.o 8ay •. it waa terrifying. It waa

an experience I .ean to S8Y &8 a young fellow I would

never want anyone to go through what I went through. -

80b

"How somebody like that could do sOlie-thing like that. Like

you know. Authority, right. I trusted .• JIlY belief was in

that person. II _ Bob

"Just that ~o many things happen to you in your lifetime that

it's hard to trust someon~." - Jilll

"I t' S very hard for lie, and I' m sure you know tor other people
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to really have faith in the justice system. And it's a crying

shame, bEj;~ause I mean, after all, I mea ..... t.iley were supposed

to protect UB." - Jim

"If you couldn't when you were a child of 5 or 6, if )"Oll

couldn't put trust in a priest, who could you, RiFtht?" -Ted

That was one of the reasons I didn't want to get involved

in the first place was because of the system. I thought

that the people screwed us around in 1975 and I did not

want to be screwed around again. - Ted

The experience of being betrayed for these victims/survivors

is evident in their feelings of mistnlst towarde others.

Abj] i tv To Trust Others

These experiences of l'etrayal scenled to be linked to their

feelings about trusting atbers. Ted and Jim portrayed S BcnBe

of betrayal towards their abusers and the system that was

supposed to protect them. Thus, they presented generalized

feelings of mistrust towards ot.hers. Both of these

participants discussed their 1";.·gative feelings related to

their experience of participating in the Inquiry. Bob's

experience of betrayal is reflected in his feelings of

mistrust in relation to gender and towards the Christian
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Brothers. He verbalized feelings of trust towards significAnt

otbers and thos8 people involveC' in the 8yslell.

If I see a man with a collar on, H. turna lie right off,

right. Cause they had collars at rtt. Csahel, right ••..

I'm not s8ying every priest is guilty, or every Brother

is guilty, but it just throw8 lIle off. I feel very

uncomfortable with it. - Bob

Referring to rece:l.ving lIupport from other survivors, Bob

indicated that:

I said that I would rather a feMale 8urvivof'.

Um •• hull. - Intervie....er

I feel 1II0re co.tortable see. I don't know. Il's just

lIlen, I don't know •• like I'. not blalling lien or any Ilan.

It's just that I don't feel cOllltortllble around thell.

Don't matter if they didn't do nothing to Haybe

they're the best person in the world. - Bob

"The only thing when it comes to persons, people, not

trusting .• like it's anybody who's wearing a collar." - Bob

In discussing professionals involved in the Inquiry including

counsellors, Bob stated that:

I know I live them my cOllplete truat. - Bob

Was that hard to do? - Interviewer
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No, Ah .. no. I don't think that it W4S. Being able to

open up and share what happened with whatever .• with them

people, right. It save me a sense of reli€f, you know.

Taking the pr0l98ure that was on me off. - Bob

I trusted myself then, right, That's something I never

has all my life in myself. And now since the commission

happened, I slarted learning how to trust in myself.

- Bob

Urn •• hum. - Interviewer

And knowing there's other people that's helping you

out. - Bob

Given Jim' II life experiences, his perception was characterized

by feelings of mistrust towards others. Thus, he did not feel

that the Inquiry process could have been of any help to him.

Just that so many things happen to you in your lifetime.

that's it hard to trust someone ••..• you never really

trusted anybody to a point, right? If someone got nice

to you, yoU were wondering why they were nice. - Jim

"Bcr:ausc there's so, to me there are so many sick people in

society that, that I really have a hard tilDe trusting to a

certain degree. I've seen so much of it." - Jim
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"Host people go too far with their trust. There'll be someone

to take advantage of them. And either you die or be confused

or used, right," - Jim

It's so important for me that Samuel Hughes figures out

and I'm not saying now everything that he writes is going

to be gospel because I'm never going to take anything

from the Justice system or any lawyers or anything that' 8

tospel. Because they are all in to mE> for one thinJC.

like you know it's more or less ...•. Some are in it for

the money, some are in for their ego, !lome just ror the

power. - Jim

Is anybody in it for you? - Interviewer

I'm sure that they feel for me. You know t ss i r

they're doing anything for me, I don't really think that

they can. - Jim

Similar to Jim, Ted also expressed feelings of mistrust

towards others. Thus, he seemed to feel that the Inquiry waa

not of a personal benefit to him.

"When people ask i r the)' support us, they say I sure' •. what

do you expect them to say? Everybody 1s out for their own

blood." - Ted
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"The Inquiry educated people in that sense, right. That you

can I t trust nobody. right." - Ted

"You talked about some of your hopes yestarday of getting some

answers." - Interviewer

"Ycs, but I don't expect to get that frol1l them. (laughed) I

expect those guys to look oul for themselves." - Ted

I though that the Inquiry was •• I don't know .. (pause) a

false sense of security in a sense that it gave people

bits and pieces of what they ~anted. So it satisfied

them in that way, but it didn't answer any questions.

Tcd

Do you think that the Inquiry was of a personal benefit

to you? - Interviewer

A little •. 1 ' m not going to feel great that it really

helped me. A lot of people sure it did help thell •••

despite the time I spent there. - Ted

Support Received Fro. Other@

The participants' ability to trust others was linked to the

quality of int.orpersonal relationships that existed in their

lives. There was a positive relationship between their

ability to trust and the amount of support that they received

froll others. The participant who had a number of positive
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experience than the other participant-a did.
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favourable

Although Bob did not receive support trom his bioloRical

parents, there were significant olhers in his Ii fo who. he

viewed as parents. These people were very supportive of hi ••

Dob also had siblings who were quite support.ive. Overllll, Boh

was open to the ,resources avsllflble through the Inquiry

He reported pOflitive feelings related to I,hlll

experience. He perceived this as an avenue to begin to deal

with some of the painful issueD in his life. lIis ability to

trust others directly influenc~d his personal experience of

participating in the Inquiry.

Referring to the significant others in hi" life Bob stated:

It was like, here they are reacldng out to lae when it

should be lay real parents reaching out t.o ae. You know?

But I never had illY real parents reachi ng out to lie. My

brother , he's different frofJI that. lie cried in

my ar~s too, right. Told me he loved me. - Bob

"Nobody was there for me when I was growing up as a young

person. But now there is a lot of people around for me,

right, and that. lives lIIe a lot at courage." - Bob
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"You know you got.. to talk about it. Like I went to

counsellor you know. and it was very helpful to get it out."

- Bob

ihe commission and everything, right. I feelS a lot more

comfortable with myself now. - Bob

Do you? - Interviewer

Yea, a lot more comfortable. If the Commission

wasn't there and them other people that I talked to

and now so close to , like the counsellors and that,

right. - Bob

Um hum. - Interviewer

Things would be different for me right now. I know it

would be more painful, more stress. - Bob

Through Jim's experiences, he e"presses an attitude of

mistrust towards others. The majority of his support centered

around his wife and children who played a vital role in his

life. He was not open to receiving support from those outside

of his family unit. Thus, he did not receive any therapeutic

intervention. He has negative feelings associated with this

experience. In the final interview with Jim's consent, the

resesl"cher linked him with professional counselling.

Like I said I don't know where I would be without the

support of the family and if that ever, if I ever 108s
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that I would mean .. I c:iin't honestly tell you how

emotions would take You know. That' 8 a very

scary thought. Could be anger, could be suicide, could

be anything. - Jim

I had my family. They were me strength and source thAt

kept me going because I would not have been here today

if it wasn't for them because. I would of easy. Like I

said, I either would have killed myself, or I would

split, I either would have ran or would have dJed. You

never ever would be sitting :lawn here talking about my

life. And I'm dead serious about that, because I did not

want. to go through that emotional turmoil. - Jim

Referring to his relationship with people in general, Jim

stated, "Well I don't trust, well I trust them, well I

don't trust them. But I'll give them a chance to a

point, right. And then I'll cut them off." - Jill

The experience for Ted was different in that the amount

of support that he received was quite limited. lie

mentioned talking to a girlfriend about his experience.

This relationship has since terminated. Descriptions that

he provides of himself indicate that he was elllotionall)'

isolated at that time. However, he does not perceive an)'

need for emotional support trom others. He did not feel
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that professional intervention would be of benefit to

hi•.

In discussing his faaily Ted explAined:

That's It sore part, right. 1 wish that we were clost'!,

but we are not. We'r~ ..ore friends than brothers.

know that they are lilY brother and I love them and I'd do

anything for them, right. But there isn't any closeness

there. It's hard to explain, it Just isn't there.

like to be closer, but it just wouldn't work. - Ted

"Well It relationship I had helped, but. that didn't last long.

(laughed) But at the ttae it helped. Like the first person

I told was a girlfriend I was seeing at the tille. to - Ted

Friends aoatly did not talk about it which was tine with

ae. well •. lIloatly .• I JU8l .• what ever happened there.

I didn't cOllie hOlle with this big story fro. the Inquiry.

I t. was point less all they had t.o do WIlS turn on 6

o'clock news any how. - Ted

When you were doing a lot of thinking did you talk to

anybody? - Interviewer

All to IIY selt .• I didn't talk to anybody. - Ted

What waa it like keeping it all to yourself?

Interviewer
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Well you see it wasn't very hll.rd cause 1 did it for eo

long it wasn't ... I'. saying it wasn't hard, but J never

thought. about it before, right.. It "ISS Just. put. away In

the back of Illy head. - Ted

Did you talk to anybody al t.he tille about what. was

happening? -Interviewer

Well we were offered all of that I but I don't go for nll

of that. I just. •• I don't know. I cIl.n't see myself

sitting down and having 90lleone psychoanalyse lIle. - Ted

Sharing an exallple ot how his lawyer introduced It. group of

survivors to a helping professional, Ted COlllmented: "He caae

to tell us that. if we needed any help. Ha (laughing), a

professor! How i. he going to help us?- - Ted

The extent to which the victills/survivora felt betrayed aeeaed

to deterlline their ability to trust others. Their sense of

betrayal was heightened in relation the systems failure to

protect them. Their ability to trust others also affected the

quality of interpersonal relationships in the life. The

greater their ability to trust appeared to shape their

perceptions of participating in the Inquiry in a po[dtive
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Elipower.ent Issues

Breaking The Silence

Throughout the date. collection, all three participants spoke

about the importance of telling their stories. The importaree

of telling their story was linked to their perceptions of a

positive experience. However, all three did not share that

vicw that it was of a personal benefit for them to tell their

st.ory to the public. This data is broken into two components;

Lhe impact of them telling their story for them personally and

the perceived impact that telling their story had upon others.

Ilipact tor tbe_ personally.

The three participants had varying ey,"1"eriences in te['ms of the

effect. that telling their story had upon them personally. For

Bob, breaking the silence gave him a sense of personal power.

Thus, he expresses positive feelings associated with this

experience. The details surrounding his abuse were not

disclosed throughout the Inquiry. However, he was able to

tell this through the statements he gave for the criminal

investigations. This process was important for him. Bob did

express some negative feelings about haVing to tell about his

life experiences through the median of a public Inquiry.

How could this man be sitting down there, right .•• you

know. Then I realized, he could be sitting down there

because I never did nothing about it. All my life, I
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kept this inside .. I should of calle out before, but I

never had the strength or the coul'age to do it. - Bob

You did the beat that you cold do Ilt that tiae. -

Interviewer

"I wants to get this done, right. I want to go out and t.ell

the truth, tell my whole atory." - Bob

"I feel better inside that I got it o)ut into the open. This

was always inside of Ine and 1 just wanted Lo get it. out."

- Bob

I think being in the Inquiry gave lie a good boost. It

gave ae atl.llUranCe, like that 1 was rinally getting this

off .y chest. Oetting it out in the open lIade ae feel

a lot 1I0re •. aore power in IDe. Hore faith in ae. - Rob

"Being able to talk about it stter having shut out for Il lot

of years was grellt. Like you know .• I felt a lot lIore better

inside." - Bob

It was inside of me and 1 wanted to geL it out, but they

never asked lie the questions to get it out. After I went

from the comllission and gave statements to the RNC, I

told thea then exactly what happened. After I got it out

it was a great chip off IIY shoulders. To know that it
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wall our right. - Bob

Do yOIl think that the Inquiry wold have been more helpful

if you could of talked about the details? -Interviewer

I think 80. - Bob

I felt good about lIIyself inside too, right. That. I got

this stuff out in the open .... And the hardest .•. that

is the hardest thing really •.. when I wen;; on the

commislJion, knowing that this was all public. - Bob

and I mean to say, I was there watching a TV screen

before it was my turn to go up. I mean, it

frightening for me to go in there, right." - Bob

Jim acknowledges the importance of hilll telling his story for

him personally, However, he expresses negative feelings about

having to do this through a public Inquiry. The experience

of participating in the Inquiry was mentally draining for him.

"I didn't want to be thel'e, but 1 wanted to tell." Jll11

What was positive about it? - Iolterviewel'

Let it out. 1 let it out. Even though I didn't want to.

- Jim

How was that good (Ol' you. - Int~l'vlewer

It was good in a 8en~\!, I but-pose that I carried
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something for so long. As much 8S you didn't wont 1 t to

come out. It had to. - Jim

"I had to face it, but as far as everyone knowing about it,

I didn't think. I didn't want to do it. But part of me said

yes and II part of me said no." - Jim

Describing how he felt after giving evidence at the Inquiry,

Jim stated:

I was exhausted. I just went to bed and pOR!'Ied out

When you now .•. if I wake up it's the r.ervousnC88. That

feeJ ing was over me when I WBS at t.he court, at the

Hughes Inquiry and when I came home, when I went to

sleep, when I woke up, it was allover me. - Jim

I suppose everything was drained and it's II hard feelinJ(

to describe it's just like nothing is in ya ••• it WBS like

you're tired. It's a feeling, but it is II hard one to

describe. It's II shock, lllaybe •. I suppose. It's like

you're almost shocked. A shock, that's the feeling that

I'm shocked. - Jim

Unlike the other t1ol0 participants, Ted had positive feelings

about sharing the details of his experience in public. An

important component of his empo\/erlilent was being able to break

the silence.
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In describing his decision to become involved in the Inquiry,

Ted atated that:

I'd be sitting down at home watching the television

knowing that something that I could do or something that

I could say to help out, or something they could do to

help me out. Just get it off .• to get it out of my head.

- Ted

It helped a lot of people get their probleltls off their

chest. I mean you can say there is all kinds of ways to

accomplish the same thing. Well, I think the way it

happened in the Inquiry was the best way. - Ted

It. didn't come out the way I wanted it to in the Inquiry,

but it is coming out in the court. I'm getting to say

my piece in court and stuff like that. Actually, it is

a bit scary to actually look him in the eye llnd saying

it actually helps, right. They'll say, ' is that person

j n the court room and I'll Bay yes, right there.'

think that helps. - Ted

it was good because the more coverage they got in the

beginning the more people who knew about it. The more

people would say there'a a bunr:h that finally said 'no

more', right. - Ted
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boast on 'GeletT

All three of the participants discussed the i.portance of

telling their stories for the benefit. ot society. They telt

that it was vi tal that the publ Ie be ..ade aware that such

abuse occura. There also expressed hopes that this lIay

empower other survivors to break their silence. Thus, the

Inquiry was perceived by the participants as n societal

benefit.

Well, I think the purpose or the Inquiry was to /(ot

people to see the light. That there was really sOllething

going on here at this institution. That's what] think

the whole purpose of it was. To show people that hey.

there was this corruption going on and it's about ti.e

that people wake up and aee the 1 ight. - Bob

I think that it had to be told. I telt that W08

important. - Jill

What was important about it? - Interviewer

Well, it's important for the other children and othor

victims to know that, maybe, if the public would look at

this as a moral issue and look at it 0.0 something

positive and see the sickness that goes on within their

society and finally realize that it could happen to

anyone. No one's protected. - Ji.
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"If 1 can just. st.op one person fro. doing this t.o Another

person. If you could just stop one person .•• in my experience

i r so.eone would ot stopped that happening to lIIe. I would have

been 80 grateful." - Ted

"I feel better in lilY mind, right. That Bomething is being

done about it and that there's a half of chance there that. a

lot of other children are going to be protected because ot the

boys and myself." - Bob

Cause like I was thinking more or less about. the

children, you know. That's going through getting abused

and stut! like that. I knew it waa the tip of the ice

berg, that there wss going to be lots lIore. And it I

could in sOllle way, even though I didn't want to, try to

you know. It _h:ht help one or two children out, right.

You know, could be llnybody's child. - Jill

"It served a purpose in the sense that it got the word out.

You got some other people coming forward and telling their

stories. You got that group in Ontario." .. Ted

I was wondering whether or not I should go through with

this, but I said to myself. 'It I don't, it is going to

keep going on and on. How mllny more children is going

to be hurl?' That was my Illlir. concern •• other children.
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I mean to say I was a young boy in Mt. Caahel. I know

what I wcnt through. I didn't want them to go through

the same thing. That gave me the courage and the strength

to say 'well, I got to do this. I got to get them put

away or out of the Christian Brotherhood.' So that they

wouldn't have access to children, right. - Bob

I didn't want other children to go through the .• well you

know .. if they went through it to tell them that they're

not alone and that if I had the courage enough to do 1t I

that they could do it. - Jim

I think if the Inquiry was not on calleI'a, I don't think

you would have the same affect. I don't think you would

have all the people who have come out if it was not &s

public as it W8.s. I don't think it would be .. that you

would have the people who are coming out now. I f you

didn't have that situation you wouldn't get to the kid

at home, sort of thing. Cause they know now who to go

to i r they have a problelll. - Ted

Because I don't want to see anybody go through what I

went through. And I'm just thinking now about a lot of

people who are still out there, "'ho will never ever come

out with what happened to them. - Bob
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Yea. - Interviewer

And I feel in my heart that there's a lot. - Bob

Disc.power.ent

For the most part, Bob expresses positive feelings towards the

Inquiry. It was an empowering experience for him to be able

to break the silence. He perceives this as being beneficial

for him as well as for society. However, Ted and Jim express

some feelings which imply a diaempowering experience in

relation to their participation in the Inquiry.

II I wanted to say my piece at the Inquiry, but I was basically

shut up," - Ted.

Ted did feel however, that the court process served this

purpose for him. "It's cOiling out in court. I'm getting to

say my piece in court. "- Ted

When discussine what advice he would give other survivors

going through the Inquiry process, Ted stated:

I would tell them if they are looking for answers to push

it. I don't think that we pushed... that our group

pushed hard enough for the answers. I think we just sat

back and let the lawyers have the commission. I think

we should have beer. pushing harder. - Ted
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" ... if you went over the tapes a hundred times yoU would still

get the 98111e, Dh God, the questions were not anowered." - Ted

Referring to the Inquiry Ted indicated:

I never found it useful in any way really.

What purpose do you think it served? - Interviewer

I think •• , ok, I can't say that it didn' t serve any

purpose. I mean that it didn't serve any purpose for me.

It served a purpose in that it got the word out, - Ted

Jim expressed some feelings of dlsempowerment i:1 re1P.tion to

his choice to participate in the Inquiry. This was perceived

as 8 negative experience in that he felt a sense of being

revictimized.

"r'm not in the picture, right. It's basically, 1 suppose for

the public and it is for the lawyers and all this I couple of

judges and that. As for the victim, I don' t think that they

honestly care. ~ - Jim

"I said, 'I do not want to do it,' I said, you know; 'Do r

have to go on TV' and stuf: like that. And 'they Bald you got

to go more or less. I didn't think] had a choice in the

matter. II _ Jim
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I had to go and talk it over, but I didn't want to go.

I d idn' t think that I had a choice ..••• I had t.o lie down

because I was mentally dragged out, right. I was tired

because they had .e mentally exposed. I waB Just drained

so lIuch. - Jim

When a couple of other fellows didn't have t~ get up.

I got really upset. I phoned the Hughes Inquiry and I

said, 'why the hell did I have to get on and then these

fellow8 don't have to?' .•... Because if I knew my

rights, J wouldn't have had to do it. - Jim

"It doesn't aatter that you did sOl/ething morally wrong. They

are atill protected by law, by the Judges, to a point. See

power is with power and they will always stick side by side."

- J!.

I think every individual' 9 rights should be respected.

If they feel the need that they have to, rine. And it

they feel the need that they don' t have to, not to be

pressured, not to be roped into it, not to be scared into

it, but to receive the normal route of help. - Jim

Anler Issues

Given the violation each participant sutfered, anler

present for t.hell all. Again, the .anner in which it
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expressed wall individualized. Theae findings focused on the

anger experienced once they becalle ensaged in the Inquiry

process. Thus, it. does not include any acting out behavioura

or depression experienced after the alleged incidenlll

occurred.

Internalized Anger

Both Jilll and Bob experienced an interwilizatlon of their

anger. This resulted in either interno,lized feelings of

depression or self-destructive behaviours such 88 drinking and

suicide ideation.

Bob reported his experiences when he co.menced his involve_ent

in the Inquiry. "I was very depressed. I lIIesn to s81 I W88

depressed, in lilY own world. Like, I would never sar nothing

to nobody."

Well after I got drunk right, like the things I ata.rted

think!n, about, rillht. - Bob

Um •• m. - Interviewer

They started hurting the most, right. I mean there's

once or twice like I told you, I'd want to "lake away with

myself. And atter I had one too man)' drinklll that's the

time I would think about doing this, - Bob

Once Bob actual I)' gave evidence at the Inquiry and began
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recei'lrt~ support these feelings were not experienced. When

I started talking about it again, things started coming back

to me. And I really, when I really felt most at ease wss when

after the commission was over. Like just to be able to be

there and talk to thell and to the lawyers and other people

about my problem and what I went through in my life. I talked

to

Bob

, she's one of them counsellors too, right.

Jim shares the difficulties he experienced in being involved

in the Inquiry. "You know, and then I started going really

in depression. Like more or less, withdrawn. Like you knol,

I didn' t have the confidence. I 10ea all my confidence 8S you

would Bay, right," - Jim

"1 went through this really deep depression. I wouldn't eat.

All I did W'as smoke and drink coffee. And when I'd eat, I

threw it up. Cause all the flashbacks were going in my head,

right." - Jim

"Like you W'ere really you knoW', you were scared, you were mad,

you were frustrated, you were angry. All those feelings were

in you • You were depressed." - Jim

Referring to a conversation he had had with his spouse. Jim

stated:
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She said, 'you know, you just can't think of yourself.'

You know because I just wanted to go in t.he corner and

sit down and never get up. She said, 'You got a f811111y. I

So I had to. I realized then, that I had to pick myself

up for them. Like I said, that was the rope I was

hanging on. - Jim

Externalized Anger

Not all three of the participantl'l expressed their anger

outwardly. The experience of directing anger outside of

themselves was shared by Jim and Ted. Similar to the theme

of mistrust, this anger was directed at the system. Thus,

they directed hostile feelings towards the Inquiry procell8.

"Hard to explain .. just like ... you look at these people and

ask WHY? Just the simple question, why? Just anewer why?

Why did you sit on your thumbs when all you had to do was

open you lIIouth?" -Ted

What are t~e feelings behind the why? - Interviewer

It's hard to explain. I don't know why and I think the

question should be answered. I feel bad that the •. and

I feel sad in another sense. That, ok you were in 8

tight situation sure. But I find it strange, ~aUBe the

position they were in at the tbe if they didn't know

what to do at the time there were plenty of people they

could of asked. I mean, it could of been stopped back
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then, right. These people get what they deserved instead

of sent away to different schools. That made 1118 mad, to

the thought that the brothers ..• those in charge were

sent away. Put back in the same situation at the time.

The invitation was there for thel\l again. The invitation

to abuse. - Ted

There was nothing given to us I right. I don't care if

it was in the 1800's. I'm Bure the 70's is not too long

ago, there would be automatically counselling. There was

nothing done for us, right? And now all of a sudden, 30

years old, they're telling me go see a psychiatl'ist,

we'll pay the bill, right. - Jim

What do you think of that. - Interviewer

I carried it all those years to myself, right. And now

they're s8ying go see a psychiatrist. That really

irritates me. - Jim

1 could sit down and go through the whole thing ••• look

at t.he tspes a hundred times and still have no answers. -

T.d

What is that like for you •• not to have the answers?

Int.erviewer

It was frustrating. I said to myself .• at the end of the

Inquiry. Far as that part of the Inquiry was concerned,

it was a waste of time •• it was a waste of time •• it was
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a wasle or people's mone1. - Ted

Did you set anything froll that experienee? - Interviewer

I never got Iluch from it.. - Ted

I am frustrated. As rar as I am concerned the Inquiry

should still be going on until they Bnl:lwered the

questions. Like you know, it still frUBt.rates me becaufle

I know that I'll probably never gel the answers to the

questions. - Ted

As rar 8S I alii concerned, perpetrators gal lIore rights

than victims. And it's always been like that. through t.he

years. That the victim got to 10 through hell once, then

they Bot to 10 through it twice. I like to aee them

speed up that process. right. I Ilean what can JOU do?

The law 18 the law. Who the hell are you, right. - .11m

I thought that it was going to serve ita purpose to get

answers and bssic:ally it didn't,. When it cOl1lea t.o the

bottolll line about what it going to happen nelCt. We

the ones who have to take these people to court. We

the ones that have to go through the law suits. The

government •.• like we had asked the governllent t.o help

us with legal Cees and stutt like that. But no, we have

to do this all our selves. We never did anyt.hing in the

first .• I '. getting iliad here now. We never did anything
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in the first to bring this on. We are just telling the

truth. Theae people screwed up not us. - Ted

Allhough the anger verbalized by the vlett_a/survivors

rerlects their perceptions of the Inquiry in a negative

naanner, It outlines their valid concerns.

Discussion

The thelles previously discussed had elllorged from the process

of the data onll1ysis. A concentual tool that organizes the

effects that sexual abuse has upon a child's development has

been provided by Finkelhor snd Browne (1986). This tool is

cOllprised or tour lraulIsgenlc factors which include;

stigmatization, betrayal, powerlessness and traumatic

sexualization (po 196). The preaence of these traumatic

faclors wi thin the the.es that have elllerged troll the data will

be explored. The themes that have ellerged fro. the data

anAlysis will be discussed within the framework of the

traumagenic lIodel.

~til.at izatign

Accord lng to Finkelhor and Browne (1986). stigmatization is

the proceS8 whereby the victim incorporates the negative

connotations that accompany abuse into their self-perception.

The thelle of shame was present throughout the data analysis.

These findings were cunsistent with Finkelhor and Browne's
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(1986) llIodel. All three participants expressed feelings of

stigmatization in relation to the negative connotations

associated with being sexually abused by the sallle sex.

"You could be branded queer or fagot .•. " - Ted

"I didn't want people to be going around saying well, he's

gay, he's queer ... " - Bob

people will probably be saying well, he must be a

pervert •• " - Jim

The public nature of the Inquiry led to the victims' identity

being revealed. Thus, the s1..igllla of being identified al! a

victim was heightened. As a participant, Jim was very

sensitive to the possibility of being id~ntified by the

public. Therefore, his feeling of shame and guilt were

intensified. As a result, he perceived participating in the

Inquiry as a negative experience.

"Because I was so embarrassed and scared and frightened. What

would people think of me." - Jim

Bob also experienced feelings of shame in relation to the

abuse. However. he viewed the puLlic exposure as a means 10

allow significant others to become aware of his traUll1a.
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"Beeause I wss scared inside, frightened, didn't know whether

or what anybody would have thought about ae, right. It - Bob

For thea knowing exactly what happened and how 1t

happened. It gave them some sense of what I went

through, right. They knows now what I went through and

they figures 'well we're going to be here for hill'. - Bob

The feelings of shame in relation to the abuse wss a190

experienced by Ted. However, he strongly felt that it WBS

illlportant for others to be aware of the issues related to the

Ht. Csohel affair. Therefore, Ted wss drawn to the exposure

provided by the media.

"Not Just the elllbarras••ent of it, but I llIean ... bound thing.

are going to change after that," - Ted

Discussing his involvement with the aedia Ted explained: "So

I thought that if anybody had any idea about what I was doinl

there, here was my chance. I wasn I t just someone in the

background [ waa sOllleone who was there for a reason." - Ted

The psychological impact of stigmatization involves the

presence of suicide ideation and the use of alcohol as a means

ot coping (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986). All participants

shared childhood experiences where they had thoughts of
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suicide while residing at the Ht. Cashel Orphanage. Two of

the participants expressed suicidal ideation in relation to

participating in the Inquiry. One of the participants

disclollled their use of alcohol 89 a means of coping. These

occurrences IIBY be related to the increased atig•• associated

with the public expQsure of the Inquiry.

Prior to giving evidence at the Inquiry, Bob explained;

"After I got drunk, I started thinking about things. They

stared hurting me at most and t mean there's once or twice

like I told you, I'd want to make away with IIIYgel(." -Bob

"r'. not an alcoholic by no Illeans. But •. ah it's like if I

drink, I clear the proble.s, right.· - Bob

Referring to the support that he received frail his fSllily, J'im

stated, " •.• I would not have been there today it it were not

tor thelll, because I would have easy. Like I said, I would

either killed myself or split .•. "

~

The experience of being betrayed through the act of sexual

abuse affects a child's ability to trust others (Finkelhor and

Browne, 1986). The thellle of trust was apparent throughout the

data analysis. Consistent with Finkelhor and Browne (1986)

findings, the participants' feelings of .. istrust were linked
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to the experience of being betrayed. As children residing at

Ht. Cas he1 Orphanage, the participants were totally dependent

upon their alleged abusers. As well, they were dependent upon

the infra-structures of society to protect them.

"Totally dependent .• we were totally dependent upon them. Then

to get sexually abused by one of them. I mean to say it was

terrifying." - Bob

Both Jim and Ted also express feelings of betrayal towards the

system for not protecting them. Finkelhor and Browne (1986).

indicate that children often experience a heightened sense of

betrayal if caregivers do not provide protection once abuse

has been disclosed.

" ..• it's a crying shame, because I mean after all, I mean they

were supposed to protect us. It' 9 very hard for me and I' m

sure you know, for other people to have faith in the Justice

system." - Jim

"I thought that people screwed ua around in 1975 •• " - Ted

"What really killed me so much was when all those people back

in 1975 knew. I can't believe that all those people knew." 

Ted
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These feelings of betrayal experienced by the participants

were linked to the extent to which they trusted others. Bob's

experience of betrayal was directed toward the Christian

Brothers. Thus, he expressed a general feeling of lIistrust

in relation to Christian Bothers and males.

"1 don't know •• like I'm not blaming men or any man •. It's

just that I don't feel comfortable around them." -Bob

The feelings of betrayal experienced by Jim and Ted,

directed towards their abusers and towards the system for not

protecting them. Their ability to trust others also affected

the quality of support that they received from others. This

affected their perceptions regarding the usefulness of the

Inquiry in a negative manner.

It ••• there are so many sick people in society that I really

have a hard time trusting to a certain degree." -Jim

"! 'm sure that they feel for me, you know. As if they're

doin/{ anything for me, I don't think that they really can." -

Jim

Referring to his own expectation that the Inquiry would get

some questions answered, Ted stated, "I don't expect to get
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tha~ fro. the. (laulhed). I expect those guys to look out tor

the.ae 1ves." - Ted

"Do you feel that the Inquiry was a personal benefit to you?"

- Interviewer

"A little. 1'111 not going to feel great that it really helped

lIle." - Ted

The psychological impact of being betrayed causes the

victim/survivor to teel angry and hostile (Finkelhor and

Browne, 1986). In relation to the data analysis, the theme.

of internalized and externalized anger were present.

According to Finkelhor and Browne (1986). these feelings ot

anger are related to the experience ot being betrayed.

As B vicU./survivor, Bob expressed bis anger inwardly. It

aeellls that he released 80..e ot this anger through the process

of the Inquiry. He expresses poBitive feelings in relation

to that experience.

"I was very depressed •• " - Bob

"When I really felt most at ease was when, after the

commission was over. Just to be able to be there and talk. It -

80b
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During the data collection, Jim and Ted expressed their anger

outwardly through hostile comments made towards the system.

Jim also Hhared some examples of his experiences of

internalizing his anger. Both participants did not truat the

system and were not open to receiving counselling from the

helping professionals.

"1 went through this really deep depression." - Jim

"It could have been stopped back them, right •. ,. that made

me mad to the thought that the Brothers •• that were in charge

were sent away ... The invitation WBS there Cor them again.

The invitation to abuse." - Ted

"I carried it all those years to myself, right. And now they

are saying 'go see a psychiatrist.' That really irritated

me." - Jim

"It was frustrating I I said to myself" at the end of the

Inquiry, Far 8S that part of the Inquiry was concerned, it

was a wBste of money. A waste of money, A waste of people's

time," - Ted

The findings in relation to the issues surrounding trust are

consistent with the concept of betI'ayal in Finkelhor' s
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trllulIll!l.genic lIlodel. The psychological impact of being betrayed

",all also experienced by the participants.

Powerlessness

The dynamic of poWet'leBsness exists for victims because the

abuse occurs despite their wishes and their sense of privacy

is invaded (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986). Given that the

participants experienced abuse as children while at the

orphanage, they were powerless in many ways. The result of

experiencing this powerlessness lowers a person' B expectation

that they can have control in their own lives (Finkelhor end

Browne, 1986).

The theme of empowerment emerged in the data analysis. The

participants' feelings of empowerment was related to the

concept of breaking the silence. They reported feelings of

efficacy in relation to talking about the abuse. Thoy felt

that they were standing up for themselves. As well, there

were positive feelings associated with doing this for the

benefit of society. This was largely connected to the

importance of educating the public around the issues of abuse.

"If I don't, it is going to keep going on. How many more

children is going to be hurt?" - Bob
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"I think that it bad to be told. I felt that WBS important."

- Jim

"If you could just st.op one person •. in my experience if

someone could of stopped that from happening to me, I would

have been so grateful." - Ted

" •• the more who knew about it,! the more people would say

there's a bunch that finally said, 'no more,' right." - Ted

Participanta reported negative feelings surrounding their

experience of participating in the Inquiry in situations where

they perceived that they did not have any power. This was the

case for Jill'l and Ted. Jim felt that he did not have any

choice regarding his decision to participate in the Inquiry.

"I didn't want to go. I didn't think that I had a choice ... 1

had to lie down because I was lIIentally dragged out, right.

I was tired because they had me mentally exposed." - Jim

"Because if I knew my rights, I wouldn' t of had to do it."

Jim

Feelings of disempowerment were also expressed by Ted. He

perceived his lack of power in relation to the overall process

of the Inquiry. He felt that he should have obtained answerB
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from the Inquiry. This perceived lack of efficacy shaped his

feelines about the usefulness of the Inquiry.

" ..• if you went over the tapes a hundred times YOU would still

get the same, oh God, the questions were not answered." - Ted

"I don't think that we pushed •• that our group pushed hard

enough for the answers." - Ted

"r can't say that it never served any purpose. It never served

any purpose for me." - Ted

The psychological impact of the feelings of fear and

powerlessness experienced as a child may manifest into

nightmares or phobias as an adul t (Finkelhor and Browne.

1986). Both Jim and Bob expressed feeling.!l associated with

fear. Jim's fear manifested in paranoid thoughts about other

people trying to hurt him. For Bob, he expressed fear

surrounding the threats made to him by his alleged offenders.

"I didn't want to be out, out at the mall in the first place.

And I told her to stay with me cause there could be some sloke

come up and God knows, try you, you don't know, right. That

it could be someone come out and shoot, shoot at you. I think

that was really, really, I was rl!ally scared ... " - Jim
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"Like I'm wary of people, L·ight. Wondering what their lIlotives

are or what they are saying, or what they are doing, anything,

you know •• their motives." - Jim

You know, I lIlean Bome nights I lay in bed and wonder

that, you know, like I was threatened by both Brothers,

right. Like if I ever breathed a word of this to anyone

or else. I mean to say what they were going to do to me.

Things like that started bothering me. - Bob

Yea. - Interviewer

You know, are they going to come back for me. do

something to me. - Bob

The empowerment issues present in this study wore similar to

the issues in the concept of powerlessness provided in the

traumllgenic model. Disempowering experiences reportod by the

participants shaped their perception of participating in the

Inquiry in a negative manner.

TrAngotie SexualiZAtion

The adverse effects of a child being engaged in adult sexual

behaviour is well-doculIlented in the literature (Finkelhor and

Browne, 1986; Sgori, 1988; and Sebold, 1987). Finkelhor and

Browne (1986). indicate that the issue for males is anxiety

around their own Bexuality. The nature of this research did

not lend itself to exploration of sexuality issues. However,
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during the interview process, Bob did apeak to this topic in

relation to his own experiences. Thill example will be

included to dellonstrate the existence of traullatic

sexualization factors in the data 88 outlined by Finkelhor lind

Browne, (1986).

I a1w8)"8 wanted my first sexual experience to be wi th a

woman. Unforlunately, it wasn't. It waa with a man and

then second, with a man again. And I tell you, thal's

frightening to lie I right. - Bob

Yea. - Interviewer

Very frightening. And someli.e. I, like I panic, rilht.

This could be why 1'111 so scared ot women sometl.es,

right. - Bob

"Like the problelll I thought I had.

could satisfy a WOllan, right." - Bob

I didn I t feel that I

Overall, Bob expressed some anxiety in relation to issues of

sexuality in his personal life. Such experiences are co_on

to victims/survivors of sexual abuse (Finkelhor and Browne,

1986) •

Su_ary

The perceptions of the victims'/aurvivors' experiences of

psrticipatlng in a JUdicial inquiry is i.portant infor.ation
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for the helping profession. In order to obtain t.heir

subjective experiences, qualitative methodology was utilized.

Their subjective experiences did not provide clear cut data.

It was found that their perception of their experiences

depended on a number of factors. The issues surrounding these

factors were interrelated.

The themes that emerged from the data were related to issues

of; shame, trust, empowerment, and anger. The data indicated

that the greater the feelings of shame I the more negalt ve the

experience of participating in the Inquiry. This was

particularly sensitive for these victims/survivors, given the

unfortunate stigma that is associated with hOlllosexuality.

Issues of betrayal and the quolity of interpersonal

relationships were linked to the themes of trust and mistrust.

A heightened sense of betrayal was associated with a greater

feeling of mistrust towards others and a lower quality of

interpersonal relationships. Greater feelings of trust shaped

a more positive experience of participating in the Inquiry.

Breaking the silence seellled to be an empowering experience for

the participants. Two of the participants, however, had

diBempow~ring experiences in relation to the Inquiry. This

lowered their perceptions regarding the usefulness of the

Inquiry. Anger existed tor all of the participants. Two of

the participants experienced externalized anger expressed in
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hostile verbalizations made towards the system and the Inquiry

itself.

The presence of these themes in relation to Finkelhor's

traumagenic model was discussed. It becarne apparent from

exploring the data that factors associated with

stigmatization, powerlessness Bnd betrayal were present for

all three participants. The factor of traumatic sexualization

was not relevant to this study. Although sexual Is8'Jes were

not explored, one of the participants presented issues in

relation to this factor. Not only were these factors present

for the victims/survivors, they shaped their perceptions of

their expc['ienccs in participating in the Hughes Inquiry.
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Introduction

This chapter provides a brief outline of this study' 8 research

question, ita methodology and results. The limitations

associated with this study are discussed. The implications

of this study are explored in relation to the implications

for future studies, the implications tor future inquiries and

the implications for the helping profsssione.

Su_ary

The reporting of Bex crimes has incressed in North Alleriea

over the past ten years. This has forced professionals to

expand their knowledge base in this Bubject area. QuestIons

surrounding how professionals have responded to cases of child

sexual abuse have been raised in the past. In Septe.ber of

1989, a Royal COIDlIlisaion ot Inquiry under Judge Salluel Hughes

was established. Its mandate was to address the 'system's'

reap.... nse to allegations ot phYsical and sexual abuse at the

Ht. Cashel Orphanage during the 1970's. The research question

in this study asks, 'what are the victims'!survivors'

perceptions of their experiences in participating in the

Hughes Inquiry?'

The Hughes Inquiry is a unique phenollenon. It appears trolD

examining the literature, that the lIajority ot inquiries have
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been completed 88 a result of the unfortunate death of a

child. A review of past judicial inquiries indicated that

abuse victims did testify in the Cleveland Inquiry (Constable,

1986). There does not appear to be any literature that has

explored the effect of participating in this Inquiry for the

victims/survivors. Overall. there does not appear to be any

particular literature that examines the adult survivor's

experience of participating in a judicial inquiry.

There is a consensus in the literature that suggests that the

sexual abuse of malos is under-reported. As well, the sexual

abuse of males needs to be given more attention than it has

been given in the past (Sebold, 1987; Reihart, 1987; Brunkner

and Johnson, 1987 i and Fromuth and Burkhart, 1989).

Qual i tati ve methodology was employed to understand the

perceptions of the victims' /survivors' experiences of

participating in the Inquiry. Quali tathe methodology

explores people's thoughts, notions dnd experiences in their

own terms. The phenomenological perspective is central to

this methodology (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975). Thus I the meaning

people place on situations or events is determined by their

own perceptions.

The data was obtained through exploratory interviews using an

unstructured interview guide. The data an31ysis was compiled
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from the raw data which allowed themes to emerge that

relevant to the participants. Thus, the inductive hypothesis

and analysis were emphasized (Patton, 1980). An additional

analysis was provided as a conceptual link to the literature

review. This involved the traumagenic Illodel provided by

Finkelhor and Browne (1986). This llIodel provided a conceptual

framework for understanding the effects of child sexual abuse.

Three victims/survivors participated in this Lltudy.

description of each participant was provided. The researcher

gained access to these participants through a third party.

This third party was a lawyer from the law firm that

represented the victims/survivors. The study was completed

under the auspices of this law firm in order to prevent the

material from being subpoenaed.

During the initial contact with the participants, issues

around confidentiality and informed consent were explored.

The actual data collection consisted of audio-taped

interviews. The final interview dealt with termination and

provided an opportunity for either party to ask further

questions.

All of the three participants' experiences were unique to

their own perceptions. Their perceptions of their experience

of participating in the Inquiry were varied and it seemed to
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depend upon a nUlIlber of factora. Through the process of

inductive analysis four theaes em.erged froll these factors.

These included issues around; aha..e, trust, empowerlllent and

anger.

The theme of shame was salient for all three participants.

There were feelings of stigmatization present for the

victims/survivors associated with being sexually abused by

another male. It was found that their feelings of betrayal

and the support that they received from others were related

to their ability to trust. All participants expressed

feelings of betraysl. They expressed betrayal towards their

alleged offenders and also towards the systelll for not

protecting thelll.

The participant who felt. betrayed by his offenders hod

ditticulty trusting males and Chrhtian Brothers. This

participant, however, was open to support that he received

trom significant others and those professionals involved in

the Inquiry. Thus, he had positive perceptions surrounding

his experiences of participating in the Inquiry. The two

participants who felt a heightened scnse of betrayal for not

being protected b)" the system expressed a generalized mistrust

towards others. The allount of support that they were receptive

to was limited. The)" did not perceive the Inquiry as being

a beneHt for the. personally.
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Theil' experiences of empowerment were related to being able

to break the silence. All three of the participants spoke to

the importance of telling their story. Two of the

participants, however, preferred that it was not a public

affair. All had strong feelings that the public had to be

educated about sexual abuse. This is consistent with the

findings of Brunker and Johnson (1987). They found that lIIale

victims were more likely to make their abuse public knowledge

and more likely to educate others.

Disempowering experiences in relation to their participation

in the Inquiry were shared by two of the victims/survivors.

One of the victims/survivors did not want his identity to be

made public. ~e felt that the Inquiry was not sensitive to

his needs. He also felt that he had not been adequately lIIade

aware of his rights in relation to the Inquiry. Another

victim/survivor felt that the Inquiry never fulfilled its

mandate. He regrets not being more assertive 1n pursuing th.e

answers to the questions that he felt were left unanswered.

Feelings of anger were e~pre8sed by all participants 1n

relation to the Inquiry process. They either internalized

their anger, expressed it externally or presented it with a

combination of both of these factors. It seemed that the

victirns/survivo:'B who expressed their anger outwardly did 80
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through the means of hostile verbalizations made towards the

system and the Inquiry process.

A discussion relating Finkelhor' B and Browne's (1986),

traumagenic model to the themes that emerged from the data

analysis was presented. The traumagenic model provided a

framework to understand the effects of child sexual abuse.

It consists of'i betrayal, powerlessness, stigmatization and

traumatic sexualization (Finkelhor and Browne, 1986). This

study found that the themes that emerged frolll the raw data

were related to issues around powerlessness, betrayal and

stigmatization. Given the nature of thin study, issues

related to sexual experiences were not explored. One

victim/survivor did, however, share experiences that supported

the notion of traumatic sexualization.

Al though the themes that emerged from the data di ffered

somewhat from the traumagenic model, they were related

thematically. The factors in Finkelhor's and Browne's model

were relevant to the experiences of the victims/survivors.

They 8lso seemed to play a role in detl!!rmining their

perceptions regarding the usefulness of the Inquiry.

There are a number of limitations associated with a

qualitative methodology utilizing exploratory interviews.
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Researcher bias is a major concern in this type of research.

It is a factor in the data collection and analysis. Bogdan

and Taylor (1975), point out that all researchers select the

type of data that they examine. The researcher's own clinical

experience and theoretical framework would contribute to thla

bias. While Finkelhor's traulIIsgenlc model was utilzed as the

theoretical framework, the author recognizes that there llre

other conceptual frameworks. The traumagenic model is widelY

utilhed and accepted in the literature. As wo11, the model

itself was formulated from information provided directly by

survivors. The very nature of unstructured exploratory

interviews makes this study difficult to replicate.

Given the specific content of the data collected, the results

are difficult to generalize. Due to the nature of this study,

the data collection process was lengthy and the sample was

small. This further compounds the difficulty in generalizing

thc results. The purpose of qualitative methodology, however,

is to understand one's subjective experience. Thus, it is not

meant to generalize to other populations.

The experience of the victims/survivors in this study lIlay not

necessarily be the experience of other victims/survivors.

Although the study examines the victims' /survivors'

perceptions of participating in a judicial inquiry, the

factors surrounding the Hughes Inquiry lIIake this a unique
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e;ltperience. This limits its ability to generalize to other

Judicial inquiries.

The sample for this study was obtained through a lawyer from

the law firm representing the victims/survivors. Here existed

a bias in terms of who participated in this study. Those who

participated were consenting participants who were willing to

discuss their experiences. This may have affected the type

of data collected. The sample was also limited in that those

involved were available geographically, meaning that they were

in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. The first two

participants were interviewed during the same time frame. The

third participant was interviewed a month later due to

availability. Thus, he was closer to his trial date. This may

have influenced the data that he presented. Given the nature

of this Inquiry. the participants did not discuss the details

surrounding their abuse. This may have impacted the data

regarding 'telling one's story' through a jUdicial inquiry.

I.plicationa For Future Studies

This study examined specifically the vietiDls' /sut'vivors'

perceptions of their experiences of participating in the

Hughes Inquiry. The findings focused on what factors

determined whether or not the Inquiry was perceived useful by

the victims/survivor!f. It would be useful to have similar

studies carried out to compare the findings. Future studie's
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presented from the themes that elllcrged from the data.

The findings in this study reflect individualized experhncBs

and are difficult to generalize. It would be helpful for

further studies to combine quali tative and quanti tati ve

methodologies. The triangulization of methods loIould increase

the reliability of the results.

This data was collected after the Inquiry process had

terllinated and the Hughes Report had not yet been relessed.

Future studies could obtain data arollnd participantll'

perceptions at various stages of their involvement in the

inquiry. Gathering data from family melllbera or nignificant

others would enrich the information surrounding t.he impact and

perceived usefulness of the Inquiry for the victim/survivor.

To further examine the importance of 'telling one's atory'

through the litigation process, studies carried out for adult

victims/survivors who have completed legal proceedinlls would

be an important contribution.

Iliplications for Future Inquiries

Frolll examining the experience of the victilJs/sur"vivors, it

seems that it is very important that inquiries be sensitive

to the psychological effects of sexual abuse. Therefore, it

is critical that proper support be available. The support
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needed will vary depending upon the psychological needs of the

victims/Burvl VOl'S. Those not receptive to professional

helping services lIIay benefit from mutual aid such as, 8 peer

helper contact. Victims'/survlvors' experiences varied as

they went through the Inquiry process. A great deal of

emotional turlloil reported around their initial

involvement in the Inquiry. Therefore, services should be

characterized by persistent reaching out in various forms at

the very commencement of the inquiry.

raplications for the Helping Profession

When examining the clinical implications of the findings of

this study, the themes of shame, trust, empowerment and anger

need to be addressed. Clinicians need to be aware of the

stigma associated with the male victim/survivor. It seems

that the litigation process may be helpful if

victims/survivors are not experiencing heightened feelings of

shame and guilt.

The illportance of the trusting relationship in helping

relationships is widely accepted. Thus, clinicians must be

cognizant of the betrayal and lIistrust experienced by the

victiRis/survivors of sexual abuse. The higher the feelings

of betrayal, the greater the difficulty in forming trusting

relationships. This will have implications for a person's

receptiveness to intervention. The quality of significant
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relationships in the victims'/survivors' lives seemed to

affect the helpfulness of the inquiry process.

Throughout tne intervention process with victims/survivors,

the importance of empowering this population cannot be

stressed enough. The clinician will have to enable the client

to develop their sense of efficacy Bnd llain an internalized

locus of control. As wi th all clients. the

victims'fsurvivors' rights need to be respected. A Bense of

control Beems to increase their perceived usefulness of the

inquiry process.

In understanding the anger experienced by the

vietfms'/survivors', it 1s important to determine how the

anger is directed. While the expression ot anser 1s

appropriate, it is important for the clinicirJ.n to identify

self-destructive patterns.

For clinicians assessing the effects of child sexual abuse,

the traumagenic model is useful (Finkelhor and Browne. 1986).

Once the factors in this model are identified, the clinician

will then know what themes are present and what issues will

require a focus in treatment. Although, the Majority ot the

literature seems to focus on temales around sexual abuse

issues, it seems that males present similar themes clinically.
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This study highlights the individualized experience tor

victims/survivors. Thus, child sexual abuse has to be treated

based on the themes that Bre present for the individual

victims/survivors. All victims/survivors cannot be treated

in a uniformed manner. Thus, various forms of aid w1.l1 need

to be offered to them. This Dlay include; individual

intervention, family intervention, group work, and/or peer

support.

think everybody' 8 individual rights should be

respected. If they feel the need that they have to, fine.

And it they feel the need that they don't have to. not

to be pressured I not to be roped into it, not to be

scared into it, but they should recieve the normal route

of help. - Jim

"A lot of llupport built around, that's been very helpful. And

greatly appreciated." - Bob

I think it is necessary in any matter. I don't mean to

put anybody down.. if someone wants to see a

psychologist, if that's the way they want to go •. or a

friend sure. I'm not saying that one i8 better than the

other, as long as they can find somehow to get the

courage to talk about it. - Ted
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As professionals working with victi_8/survivora it 18

i.portant to be aware of their needs and advocate on their

behalf.

As far aa I am concerned, the perpetrator's got lIore

rights than the victills. And it has always been like

that through the years, right. That the victillls got to

go through hell once, and than they got to go through it

twice. - Jim

Overall, it seems that there needs to be increAsed attention

siven to victilll services.

Conclusion

The strength in the phena.ologieal perllpective lies in its

ability to give a voice to those people in tht! ..arSine

(Lofland and Lotland, 19841. The victills/survivors in t.his

study have givan meaningtul data related to their experiences

of participating in the Hughes Inquiry. Qual i totl ve

methodology captures peoples' thoughts and experiencell in

their true form. The value of giving a voice to thOBe whoso

phenomenon

underestimated.

trying to understand cannot be
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APPENDIX A:

Consent to Participate in Research

1. The purpose of this study is to gain an understanding of
the experience of participating in the Hughes Inquiry. It is
i.parlant to obtain this inforlllation froll people who have had
auch An experience.

2. The researcher is Michelle Melendy, who graduated with her
Bachelor of Social Work in 1986. Ha. Molendy has been working
sa a social worker since that time. This study will be
completed aa a requirement of her Haster of Social Work
Degree.

3. I understand that in agreeing to participate in this study
I will initially lDeet the researcher and discuss this consent
forlll. The risks and the benefits of participating in such
research have been explained to lie adequately by the
researcher.

... I underlltand that lIubsequent. to this initial meeting two
interviews will follow. The first. interview will be
approxll1ately four hours long. If I choose this interview can
be broken into two interviews consisting of approximately two
hours each. The second interview will be of a shorter
duration of approximately one to two hourll. Both of these
interviews will be audio-taped. I IISY receive a copy of the
tape after the interviews have been cOllpleted.

5. I will in no way be personally identified in this study.
All information in this study will be kept confidential. If
dee.ed necessary by the researcher for analysis purposes, her
thesis advisor Dr. William Rowe, will be consulted. Once the
thesis has been accepted by Hemorial University of
Newfoundland the videotapes and any other transcripts related
to this study will be destroyed by the researcher. Upon
cOlllpleti.,m the thesis will be available at the School of
Social Work and at the Queen Elizabeth Library at Memorial
University of Newfoundland.

6. I understand that if I reveal information that indicates
that a child is at risk for potential abuse the researcher
wIll be required by Law to report this to the pr~..per
authorities.
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7. I agree that .y participation in this study is cOllpletely
voluntary and I lIay choose to discontinue .,. involvelllent at
any ti.e without any consequences. Also, II)' decision whether
or not to participate in this study will not affect illY
relationship with the referral source.

I have read and understand the
above inforlllstion and hereby agree to participate in this
study.

Signature' Date _

Witness _________ Date _
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APPENDIX B:

Letter of Introduction

Dear

In recent months I have been contacted by Hichelle Melendy,
a graduate student at the School of Social Work at Memorial
University ot Newfoundland. She is requesting our assistance
in completing her thesis topic which is a requirement of the
Haster's Program.

Hs. Melendy is a professional social worker who in the past
couple of years has developed an interest in the ares of child
sexual abuse. She has worked with survivors of sexual abuse
and will be completing a study in this topic area. She is
interested in your experience of participating in the Hughes
Inquiry.

I am approaching you as 1 thought that you may be interested
in participating in this study. Ms. Melendy will be
interviewing 3-4 people whc have had this experience.

I will be in contact with you within the next week to see if
you are interested in roeeting with He.Melendy to find out more
about this research and/or participating in this study. You
are in no way obligated to become involved. However, if you
wish to discuss this further so that you may decide if you
want to become involved, I will provide Hs. Melendy with your
nsme and number. She will then be in contact with you to
discuss the further details.
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APPENDIX C:

Outline of the Purpose I Methodology e.nd Risks of the Study

The purpose of this study is to discover the pereon's
perspective of participating in the Hughes Inquiry. This
information will be obtained through interviews. The study
will not inquire into the details of the abuse that you have
endured, but will explore your experience surrounding the
Hughes Inquiry.

This information is important in terlls of understanding
whether or not inquiries are helpful for survivors. Research
has found that this process has been therapeutic for
victims/survivors. This information will increase
professionals understanding of this timely issue. It will
also serve to enhance Bocial worker's intervention fltrategies
around this issue.

The risks involved in this particular type of study are often
difficult to determine. One potential risk is that subjects
may be identifiable in the study. This is a concern in this
study given the high media proftle of the Hughes Inquiry.
Procedures will be taken to ensure that this does not occur.
Identifying information will not be revealed and some
information will be masked to ensure confidentiality.

A risk is that participants involved in these types of studies
sometimes reveal more information that they had originally
intended. Both the researcher and the participant will need
to be aware of this risk.

Another r1sk with all research is the possibility that the
results may be subpoenaed for court. However, since thiY
study will be completed under the auspices of the law fi rm
representing you this risk will be safeguarded.

During this study Hs. Melendy will be interviewing 3-4 men
about their experience. This will conaist of two interviews.
The first interview will be approximately 4 hours long. This
may be divided into two shorter interviews if you wish. The
final interview will be 1-2 hours long. The interviews will
take place at a safe, neutral and private setting. They will
be held at the interviewing room at the School of Social Work.
The interviews will be audio-taped however, these tapes will
be destroyed once the thesis is completed.

If you should choose to participate in this study you lIIay at
any tillle discontinue. You hlay have a copy of the audiotape
after the interviews. A copy of the thesis will be available
at the Queen Elizabeth Library at Hemorid University once it
is cOlDp1eted.
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Consent for the Release of Information

I • give consent
to Michelle Melendy to release the audiotapes and/or
tt'snscripta of the data obtained for the completion of
her thesis regarding my experience of participating in
the lIughes Inquiry to •
this information will consist of the data collected from
my personal interview with Ms. Helendy.

My signat.ure indicates that I know what information will
be disclosed. I am also aware of what I am agreeing to
as a reau! t of signing this consent and I amy refuse to
do BO.

Dated the day of 1991.

Signature

Witness
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APPENDIX F:

Data Analysis

Initial
Category - stigma

- feelings
of shame

- anticipated
reactions
of others

ElIlerged
Theme - Shame

Initial
Category - betrayal

- mistrust towards
others/system

- receptiveness to
support from others
and the system

Emerged
Theme - Trust

Initial Initial
Category - importance Category

of telling
- impact on

thelll personally
- impact on society
- disempowering

experiences

Emcrged
ThelR~ - Ellpowerment

Finkelhor's Trauaagenic Model

Stigmatization

Betrayal

Powerlessness

Traumatic Sexualization

- internalized
anger (depression)

- externalized
anger (verbal
aggress ions)

E.erged
Theae - Anger

Shame

Trust / Anger

Empowerllent

NIA
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